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Construction will
begin soon on a
Habitat house sponsored solely by
Eastern. Find out
more about how
Eastern and Habitat
are working to give
one family a new permanent address/Bl.
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Crosswalk fix bans left turns
BY D6NA TACKETT
Editor

Eastern President Robert
Kustra agreed in a letter Monday
to take the state's advice for
improving the safety of the
lancaster Crosswalk.
As soon as weather permits,
the State Department of Highways
will relocate the crosswalk to align
it between the entrance and exit to
the Lancaster Parking Lot and

reduce the southbound lane of
Lancaster to one lane to allow for
a pedestrian refuge.
Providing the pedestrian
refuge will prohibit left turns
both into the Lancaster Parking
Lot and onto University Drive.
Director of Public Safety Tom
Lindquist said that although it
may inconvenience motorists at
first, banning left-hand turns will
improve safety.
"People will just have to plan

Tech fee
bids
accepted

Tom Lindquist, director of the Division of Public
Safety
ahead," Lindquist said. "It will
make for a safer crossing, though,
and that's the key."
Motorists who traditionally
turn left into either the parking lot

or University Drive will have to
pass it up and turn to come back
to the entrance or plan another
route.
Frank Duncan, chief district

Parking ticket

SHUFFLE

Managing editor

Bv JENNIFER ROGERS
News editor

Sometimes you get what you
want in a very roundabout way.
Members of the Student
Government Association set a
long-term goal to change
Eastern's parking appeals process.
They want to redirect all appeals
from the university Parking
Appeals Committee and hand all
appeals processes to the Student
Court.
That goal, however, was meant
to be a long-term approach to their
parking concerns.
Nick Bertram, vice president of
Student Government Association,
addressed more immediate issues
when he introduced a proposal to
the Senate on Jan. 16.
That proposal, passed by the
Student Senate, responded to the
current appeals process that gave
authority over appeals to Eastern's
Parking Appeals Committee,
which never met during the fall
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Robertson top
among director
candidate list
BmwoewBURO
Mews writer
BY ROMCA

The Teaching and
Learning Center at Eastern
has decided who they want
to fulfill the role of the center's first director.
Douglas Robertson and
Nancy Hunt were the two
remaining candidates; however, Hunt failed to make the
cut, making Robertson the
final choice.
Robertson is director of
the Teaching and Learning
Center at the University of
Nevada at Las Vegas.
His program at UNLV
consists of helping teachers
develop their teaching abilities. Last year, his program
was a success and involved
30 percent of the university's
staff.
President Robert Kustra
and Michael Marsden,
provost and vice president
for academic affairs and
research, have invited
Robertson and his wife back

to Eastern
for a second visit.
Robertson
arrived at
Eastern
yesterday
evening
and
is
scheduled
to
stay
until Robert eon wHI
be offered the
Friday.
I
f job as director.
Robertson
decides
against Eastern, then the
center's search committee
will have to return to the
drawing pool; however,
Robertson seems to be
looking forward to his
visit.
"I'm excited about the
place," Robertson said. The
leadership is strong. It has a
vision that included teaching.'
There has not been a date
set as to when a director will
be named.

Phil Hedges from the Division ot Pubfcc Safety ticketed a car Tuesday SGA <s pushing lor al appeals to be handled
by the Student Court Eastern's Parking Appeals Commilte handtes the appeals now, but didn't meet last semester.
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decide on another path and
everything will work its way
out."
Duncan said the southbound
lane of Lancaster will remain one
lane until motorists pass the
crosswalk, then it will open up to
two lanes before approaching
Barnes Mill Road.
The relocation of the crosswalk and reduction of lanes on

Jamie Gaods/Progress

semester.
The proposal granted appeals
to all students, faculty and staff
who had appealed parking tickets
during the fall semester. The pro
posal also reimbursed everyone
who paid their tickets when their
appeals weren't heard. An amendment to the proposal allowed any
parking privileges that were
revoked to be reinstated.
When Student Government
President Ritchie Rednour met
with Eastern President Robert
Kustra, however, the Senate's
actions were reversed. Kustra and
Rednour decided that the best
route for the Senate would be for
the proposal not to go into effect.
Instead, they opted to transfer
all appeals authority to the
Student Court more immediately,
making the Senate's far-sighted
goal a reality.
However, that decision cannot
take effect until it is approved by
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■ Monday is the first day for students admitted to
Teacher Education to apply for student teaching for
the Fall 2001 semester.

<

■ Before this semester, parking ticket
appeals were handled
by the
Parking
Appeals Committee.

O
3
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■ Last semester, the
committee
didn't
meet, meaning that no
appeals were granted.

n
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■ On Jan. 16. SGA
passed a proposal to
grant all appeals.

o ■ Tuesday, President

I Robert Kustra and

SGA decided to do
away with the proposal
and hand all future
appeals over to the
Student Court

See APPEALS, A6

See FEE, A6

AROUNDAABOUT
ARTMkSTUFF
CLASSIFIEDS

engineer for District Seven of the
Department of Highways, said
any time there is a problem like
the one Eastern has had with the
Lancaster Crosswalk, where four
pedestrians have been hit since
November, finding a solution is
always a "give and take situation."
"Being able to ban left-hand
turns is the key to all of it,"
Duncan said Tuesday. "After a
period of time (motorists) will

Students who appealed parking tickets last semester wait to see
if they will have to pay the fine as Eastern officials do the

BY JAHE VINSON

The Student Technology Fee
Committee and the Ad Hoc
Committee of the Student
Government Association are working
together to finalize plans for ways to
spend the money received from the
technology fee.
The money allotted for this year's
fee is $100,000. This is the second
consecutive year students have been
able to decide where the money
obtained from each student, $50 per
semester,
should go.
Possibilities
N»<d
for the disburse—■.-...<
ment of the
nKHlOJyr
money include
H your student
increasing the
organization or
number of comactfytty needs
puten in labs in
,ome extra
residence halls,
,_-,-,.,, __^,
f
increasing com7^Z,J**
,or b,d
puters
on
J°r
Eastern's
remainder of
extended cam** technology
puses and fund*•• by Feb. 2.
ing the Career
Service's
Resume Expert Web site.
The committee is now accepting
bids from other areas to decide
where the rest of the fee money
should go.
Nick Bertram, vice president of
the Student Government Association
and chairman of the Technology Fee
Committee, sent a letter to all academic deans, associate deans and
department chairs Jan. 5 announcing
a "call for bids" to all academic
departments.
Bertram said in the letter there
should be approximately $40,000 left
from the original $100,000.
The letter further stated. "With a
committee of six, it is impossible to
find the smaller and more major-specific areas of technology deficiency.
We therefore invite proposals from all
areas of the academic community that
will help to enrich specific classes,
college or departmental programs or
academic based student organizations
and activities."
Technology committee members
include, Bertram; Cary King, the
Interfraternity Council; Andrea
Yelton, Panhellenic Council: Stacia
Chenoweth, Residence Hall
Association; Gregory Robinson, the
Associate Black Collegians and Rita
Fox, the Not the Usual Traditional
Students.

'People will Just have to plan
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Progress We photo
Sixteen boys' and girls' Division A teams will compete in
McBrayer Arena through Sunday for the title of All "A" champs.

All 'A' Tournament 2001
PROWESS STAFF BEPOHT

Fans from all over the
state will be on campus until
Sunday supporting their
favorite team in the annual
All "A" Classic boys' and
girls' basketball tournament
Parking in Alumni
Coliseum will be on a firstcome-first-serve basis.
Students are advised to use

Regents will elect chair Saturday
BY JAMIE VMSON

Managing editor

Eastern's Board of Regents will
hold their regular quarterly meeting
this Saturday at 2 p.m. in the Jaggers
Room of the Powell Building.
Committee meetings are slated to
begin at 915 a.m. in various rooms of
the Powell Building.
The Board will elect a new chair
and other officers. Jim Gilbert said
last week that he would not return to
die position after holding it for more
than a decade.
The Board also will hear several
informational reports including things
such as progress on enrollment management, program review process,
progress on retirement transition program, etc.
The Board's action agenda
includes a list of items varying from
shared faculty appointments to proposed policy on domestic partners.

According to Faculty Regent
Merita Thompson, the Board will also
discuss possible revisions to the sick
leave policy.
"This is a proposed revision that
would state more specifically what the
university could do if there were questions about a person's sick leave
request" Thompson said. "Part or all
of this might be postponed."
The Board will consider a proposal
regarding Federal Bureau of Prisons'
academy training. According to Gary
Cordner, dean/professor in the
College of Justice and Safety, the
Federal Bureau of Prisons has their
own training academy in Georgia,
which is a fairly lengthy program.
Cordner hopes the board will pass
the proposal for people who go
through the academy to obtain credit
"The question is who pays,"
Cordner said. "That agency (the

Federal Bureau of Prisons) says they
have no money to pay for tuition.
We're suggesting for approval to pay
in-state tuition."
"Part of our justification is that it's
really not costing Eastern very much,"
Cordner said. Cordner added that
Eastern professors aren't teaching at
the academy, but regular checks will
be made to ensure the program is
valid.
Cordner said those who complete
training are required to work in various federal prisons around the country. According to Cordner, several are
located close to this area
"If we hook them (students) with
credits, it will be an incentive for them
to continue their studies here."
Doug Whitlock. vice president for
administrative affairs and finance, said
the board's agenda also includes normal kinds of personnel actions and a
long "laundry list" of changes in academic programs.

one of the alternative parking lots on campus. Shuttle
service is available from both
Perkins and Alumni Lots.
"The only thing I can say
is they will have to get there
early." said Marc Jozefowicz.
assistant director of the
Division of Public Safety.
"They will be competing
with visitors for parking
spots."

Mooting schodtilo
AH meetings win be held in the Powe*

Building.
t Mi — The ful board wil convene
In the Jaggers Room.
B:15 • 10:30 am. — Executive and
Academic Affaire Committee wM
meet in Jaggers Room.
10:45-11:15 e.m. — Student Life,
Discipline and Athletics CommHtee
will meet in Room A
10:45- 11:15 e.m. — Institutional
Advancement and Honors
Committee will meet in Room B.
11:20 e.m. - 12:30 p.m. — Finance
and Planning Committee will meet
from in Room E.
1:30 - 2 p.m. — Internal Affairs
Committee will meet in Room F.
2 p.m. — The full board will reconvene In Jaggers Room.
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► News Briefs
Compiled by Jennifer Rogers

Oxford-style open debate
answers "Who was Jesus'
The Philosophy Club will host
an Oxford-style debate titled
"Who Was Jesus?" at 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday in the Adams Room
of the Wallace Building.
Patrick Nnoromele will argue
"The Divine Son of God."
Andrew Harnack will argue The
Divine Son of God? No/Yes!" and
Robert Miller will argue "A
Martyred Revolutionary." Ron
Messerich will moderate the
debate.

Financial aid deadline
approaching in March
Prospective Eastern students
can download the Free
Application for Federal Student
Aid from Eastern's Web site at

'.flnaid.eku.edu. The federal
form should be mailed by March
1, according to John Fish, director of the Division of Financial
Assistance. Eastern's Division of
Student Financial Assistance
begins determining students' eligibility for assistance in March.
The deadline for submitting a
scholarship application is Feb.
15.

VISTA seeks part-time
students willing to travel
Part-time students interested
in teaching and learning can
become part of the VISTA program, centered at the Urban
League Training Center in
Danville. Students must apply at
the League, located on South
Fourth Street by Feb. 2 and not
be currently employed.
Students must be willing to

commit to the program for one
year. Participants in the program
will go to Boston in mid-February
for training. For more information
call the Urban League at 236-5340
or 800870-5340.

Faculty Senate hosts
brown bag lunch today
Faculty Senate will present a
Brown Bag Question and Answer
session with Provost and Vice
President for Academic Affairs
and Research Michael Marsden.
The session will be at 12:30
p.m. today in the Jaggers Room of
the Powell Building.
Possible topics include the
Retirement Transition Program,
shared appointments, merit pay
options and proposed modifications to the summer school
schedule. AD faculty and staff are
invited to attend.

► Police Beat: Dec. 22 Jan. 10
Compiled by Ronica Brandenburg

The following reports have
been filed with Eastern's
Division of Public Safely.
Jan. 18
Herbert Sharber, Jr.. 18.
Richmond, was arrested and
charged with possession of marijuana.

machine merchandise.

license.

Jan. 15
A Dupree Hall resident reported
receiving harassing phone calls.

David Bridgeman. 20. Marshes
Siding, was arrested and charged
with driving under the influence
and failure to illuminate headlights.

Jan. 14
Nathaniel Skinner. 23. Richmond,
was arrested and charged with
alcohol intoxication.

John Hardesty. 19. Frankfort.
was arrested and charged with
alcohol intoxication.

Jan. 17
Jessica Elliot, a resident of
Combs Hall, reported her wallet
and keys missing from her

Anita Rose, Richmond, reported
a picture stolen from her house.

room.

Jan. 13

Lisa Kollhoff. a resident of
Combs Hall, reported her bookbag stolen from her room.
Marshall Lewis. 28. Lexington,
was arrested and charged with
possession of marijuana.

Christopher Hurt reported his
license plate being stolen while
left in the Powell West Lot.
Cassie Pruitt reported a ring
being stolen from her room in
Telford Hall.
Jan. 12

Jan. 16
David Jones reported vandalism

to his car in the Donovan Lot.
Jina Valie. a resident of Todd
Hall, reported a stolen karaoke
machine that belonged to the
RHA staff.
Butch Dugger. a campus employee, reported stolen vending
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The
Progress
is
looking
for a few
good ad
reps.
Give us
a call at
6221881 if
you
would
like to
meet
new
people
and
make
money.

Edgar Farris. 20, Pickerington.
Ohio, was arrested and charged
with operating on a suspended
driver's license, possession of a
suspended operator's license and
driving without insurance.

Daniel Middleton. 22. Richmond.
was arrested and charged with
possession of drug paraphernalia
Hiram Fields II. 20. Cawood.
was arrested and charged with
alcohol intoxication and possession of alcohol by a minor.
Jan. 11

Jessica McNaboe. area coordinator, reported a vacant room
being broken into in Keene Hall.

A female Eastern student
reported
being
sexually
harassed by a white male in a
black SUV.

NUTRITION CENTER
OFFERING
HEALTH FOODS -VITAMINS-MINERALS-HERBSBODY BUILDING SUPPLEMENTS
& DIET PRODUCTS

rVE ARE NEW TO AREA AND APPRECIATE YOUR
BUSINESS BY ALLOWING

10% DISCOUNT
(saw Kama eaoaided) TO STUDENTS, STAFF • FACULTY
An ssdMonat 10 % applied If purchase eneeds $100.
COURTEOUS, KNOWLEDGABLE STAFF AVAILABLE TO ASSIST
YOU. ASK US ABOUT HYPEHHEALTH!
WE ACCEPT CHECKS AND CHARGE CARDS

PHONE: 859-626-5122
BEHIND GOODYEAR A MCDONALDS ON
BY-PASS, IN RICHMOND PLAZA.

1059 BEREA RD.
RICHMOND. KY.
623-9580
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Bite Size Shrimp,
75
Fries, Hush Piuppte#y
i
aoaa
& Cocktail Sauce

Chicken.Fries. Hush^
75
Puppies & Sweet & 2
Sour Sauce

One rjrmef pax coupon Not good
«•* «r*y c#»e* coupon or tfaacourt
o*V Esprse 1-31-01 1060
Bam Road RKftmcno Ky

OnvOkw par coupon. Not good
taahany oOiar rntpnri or danouri
oaar Cap-iBs 1-31-01 1050

•-

MMl&L'KII'S
Fish, Fries,
Hush Puppies &
Tartar Sauce
On* draw par coupon Not good
w*h «ny otw coupon or dacounr
ofcr Cjprm 1 31-01 106*
Bm Aosd. Rfcrtmond. Ky

O
a£
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Attention
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HELPWAMTEP;
Hslpf I need somebody! Madison
Garden.
Have tie summer of your Ma at a
presaojous coed stoops way camp in
the bssuakj1 Pocono Mountains of
PerrayfcaraB, 2 1/2 hours from NYC.
We're seeking counselors who can
teach any Team and Individual
Sports,
Tennis.
Gymnastics,
Horseback RUng, Mountain Btdng.
Theatre, Tech Theatre. Circus, Magic,
Arts and Crate, Pioneemg, Ornbtng
Tower. Water Sports. Music, Dance.
Science or Computers Weatsoseek
Theatre Directors. Great salaries and
perks. Plenty of tree wne. Irtemahps
available for many majors. Orvoampus interviews on Feb. 8tt Cat 18004604083 between 9«> and 500
Eastern Time, Monday through Friday
for appWcatto"! brochure, and appointment.
Postal jobs S9D0 - $1427 / Hr, ptos
Federal benefits. No experience, exam
into cat 1-800391 -5856 exL2848,
8 am. to 9 p.m. / local not guar.
Fraternities. Sororities. Clubs.
Student Groups: Earn $1,000 $2,000 this semester with the easy
Campusfundraiaer.com three hour
fundraismg
event.
No sales
required. Fundrasmg dates are filing quickly, so call today! Contact
Campu8fundraiser.com at 1-888923-3238. or visit www campusfund raiser.com

Focurly and Staff!

here cheapen We must receive the
ad arid payment by Noon. Mondays
for placement that week
Want to announce a birthday? We
wi publish them in the classifieds for
FREFJCal us at 622-1881 by Noon.
Mondays for ptecement fiat weak.

m-\
nSH^CIIICklN

1-Piece
Fish
& Chicken

.

179

'

Ora» aw> pf mnw ii NotQDod
*•» any c*w coupon of ctecount
ofat Eapna 1-31-01 10M
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Are You Out Of
Shape?
Personal Training Programs
designed to meet your
individual needs begins

January IS, 2001.
M,W, *F; 12-1

TRAVEL;

For more intornxirion please

Spring Break Panama City.
Daytona, South Beach. Florida
Best parties, hotels and condos.
Lowest prices! www.myspringbreak.net 1-800-575-2026.

contact Dr. Major O 8164.
Department of Exercise and
Sport Science

meals,
__jchea._ ni
CUSTOM
SCREEN

1-800-671

■•IV

Early Spring Break Specials!
Cancun & Jamaica from $389! Air,
hotel, free meals drinks! Award

Q. What invention
was first used on

springDreaktravel.com
1-800678-6386

Jen. 25 1915?

Spring. Break Bahamas Party
Cruise* 5 days $279! Includes
meals and free parties! Awesome
beaches, nightlife! Departs from
Florida!
Cancun and Jamaica
$439!
sprinabreaktravel.com 1800-6766386.

Be the first one to answer
the question correctly
& win a Free T-shirt
Last Week's Winner
Mark Jozefowicz

Spring Break Panama City $1291
Boardwalk room wrth kitchen, next to
dubs! 7parbes-freednnks! Daytona
$1591 South Beach $1991 apringbreaktravel.com 1 -800-67&6386

(859) 624-2200

fratgearOldub.org
ON CORNER OF FIRST* MAIN

PART-TIME WORK
with
LIFE TIME BENEFITS

Work at home. Mail Order /
Internet, part time $1500 a month full time $5000 a month. 1 -888-5578171. www.0REAMJOBNOW.com
WsdMs jobs $800 - $19.00 / Hr.,
ptue Federal benefits. Park Rangers.
Security, and Maintenance.
No
experience for some. For rtfo caM 1800-391-5856 ext. 2849. 8a.m. to
9p.m. / local not guar.

TREE TUITION
*$ 8000 BONUS
•Officer Programs

Now accepting applications for as
positions. Apply in person at
Madteon Garden.

Positions Available

FOR RENT:

Casey Swift, a resident of Bumam
Hall, reported a bicycle stolen
from Bumam.
Jan. 10

Sarah Workman. 19. Louisville,
was arrested and charged with
alcohol intoxication and possession of a false operator's

►

2 bedroom upstairs apartment, 310
University Drive, stove, refrigerator,
microwave, security system, no
pets, convenient location to campus. 1-850-623-4787.

MISC.;
Have a place for rent? Advertise

Military Police, Intelligence. Aviation Mechanics.
Electronics. Special Forces, etc.

1 -800-GO-GU ARD
KY NATIONAL GUARD

CHURCH DIRECTORY
Fountain Park Hrst
Church oT God
5000 Secretariat Dr.
Phone:623-3511
Sun. School: 9:45 a.m.
Warship Service: 1(1:45 am
Sunday Evening: 6 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Service: 6 pm

Trinity MUonary
Baptist Church
2300 Lexington Rd
Phone: 624-9436 or 623-6868
Sun.: 9:45 a.m.. 11 a.m., & 6 p.m
Wednesday Youth A Prayer 7 p.m
Rostdate BaptJat Church
411 WestoverAve.

Phone:623-1771
First
Presbyterian
Church Sunday School: 9 am.
Worship Sun.: 10:15 a.m. & 6 p.m.
(PCUSA)
Wed. Prayer Service: 7 pm
330 W. Main SL
Phone: 623-5323
First United Methodist Church
Church School: 9:45 am.
401 West Main SL
Sun Worship: 11 a.m.
Wed. Night Supper 6 p.m. (weekly Phone: 623-3580
Worship Services: Sunday 8:30 a.m
& no charge!)
Rap & Snack: Wed. 7:30 p.m. at the & 10:50 a.m.
EKU Powell Center Student Lounge Sunday School: 9:40 am.
Wed. Night Live: 5:15 to 7:30 p.m.
Bill Bailey. Pastor
Kimberly Seen si Ashby, Associate Coffee House Sat. Night: 5:30 p.m.
and Message: 6 p.m.
Pastor
Cary Ashby. Minister For Youth &
First Aiiance Church
Campus
1405 Barnes Mill Rd.
"Adopt-A-Student" Program availPhone:624-9878
able: Cary will meet students each
Sun School: 9:30 a.m.
Sunday between 10:30 & 1045 am.
Sun. Worship Services: 10:45 a.m. &
at the Powell Center Student Lounge
6:30 p.m.
to walk to church together.
Wednesday Night Youth & Prayer
Services: 7 p.m.
Richmond Church of Christ
For free transportation to Sunday
713 W. Main Street
morning services, call 624-9878.
Phone: 623-8535
Bible classes: Sunday 9 a.m.
Big HH Avenue
Worship: Sunday 10 am & 6 p.m
Christian Church
Bible Study: Wednesday 7 p.m.
129 Big Hill Ave.
Colonels tor Christ meet the second Phone: 623-1592 (office)
Monday and Thursday each month, Phone:
623-6600
(answering
from 12 p.m. lo I p.m. (Lunch pro- machine)
vided) in the Combs Bldg.. room Sunday School: 9:45 am.
310.
Morning Worship: 1045 am.
Evening Worship: 6 p.m.
SL Stephen Catholic Newman On Wednesday. Big Hill Christian
Center
Student Fellowship meets at 7 p.m..
405 University Drive
Call the church office at one of the
Phone: 623-9400
numbers listed above for transportaSun. Mass: 5 p.m.
tion to meetings.
Sunday Supper 6 p.m. ($1.00)
Inquiry classes for becoming Unitarian Uiivtriaaat Fellowship
Catholic: Wednesday 7 p.m.
"Where religion and reason meet"
Newman Night for all students: Wed. 209 St. George Street
9 p.m.
Adult Meeting and Religious
Education for Children: Sun. 10:45
Madison Hills Christian Church
a.m. (For informatio- call: 6234614.)
960 Red House Rd.
Phone:623-0916
SL Thomas Lutheran Church
Sunday School: 9:45 am
Worship: 1045 am
1285 Barnes Mill Rd.
Wednesday Wave: 6 p.m. (Labor Phone: 623-7254
Sun. Traditional Service: 8:30 a.m
Day-Memorial Day)

Sunday School: KB am
Sunday Contemporary Worship:
11 am.
Westskie Christian Church
Bennington Ct. (across from
Arlington)
Phone:623-0382
Sunday School: 9:45 a.m.
Sun Worship: 10:45 am. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday Worship: 7 p.m.
Transportation available
White Oak Pond Christian
Church
(Disciples of Christ)
1238 Barnes Mill Rd (at Goggins
Lane) Phone: 623-6515

Sunday Worship: 9 am & 11 am
Coffee Fellowship: Sunday 10 a.m
Sunday School: 10:15 a.m.
Victory Christian Center
(non-denominational charismatic)
206 Victory Drive
Phone: 624-3553
Sunday: 10:30 am & 6 p.m.
Wednesday: 7 p.m.
Services for the hearing impaired
Transportation available
White Hal Baptist Church
3401 Colonel Road

Phone:623-5965
Sunday School: 9:30 am
Sun. Worship: 10:45 am. & 6 p.m
Wednesday Prayer Service: 7 pm
First Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ)
Main at Lancaster Ave.

Phone: 623-4383
Sunday Early Worship: (informal)
8:40 am
Sunday School: 9:40 am.
Sunday Worship: 10:40 am.

College Bible Study: Tues., 9 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study: 7 p.m
Church oT Christ
461 Tobiano (in Brookline Sub., off!
Goggins Lane - West side 1-75)
Sunday: 9:30 a.m. 1O20 am and
6 p.m.

Wednesday: 7 p.m
Ride: 624-2218 or 986-8555
First Baptist Church
350 W. Main at Lancaster Ave.
Phone:623-4028
Sunday School: 9:40 a.m

Visit The Eastern Progress online at www.progress.eku.edu.
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State attorney general
speaks about position
PROGRESS STAFF REPORT

On Wednesday. Jan. 31, Attorney
General A.B. "Ben" Chandler will be
speaking in Room C in the Perkins
Building. He will speak about the role of
attorney general. The title of his speech is
"The Kentucky Attorney General:
Whether Servant of the People or
Subservient to the Machinery of
Government."
"He is going to talk about how he functions in terms of previous attorney gener-

als," said Paul Blanchard. director of the
Center for the Study of Kentucky history
and politics.
Chandler's speech will act as the opening ceremony to the center's spring
semester.
Chandler was first appointed attorney
general in 1995 and was the youngest
attorney general in the nation. He was reelected in 1999 with little opposition.
Chandler is also a possible gubernatorial
candidate for 2003.
The Tuesday evening lecture is free of
charge and open to the public.

Ben Chandler
is the state
attorney general.

Project works to establish
residential communities
DAWN GRAS
Staff writer
BY

Eastern's Office of Student
Ufe is launching a new residential scholars program.
Project Achieve is designed
to enhance the classroom
experience by creating a
strong support system of small
residential communities in the
six residential areas on
Eastern's campus.
Brandee Petrey, director of
residential education, introduced
the program to Eastern.
Project Achieve is a hybrid of
residential scholars programs
and life and learning programs
used at many universities across
the country.
Petrey was exposed to a similar program while attending
Carson-Newman College in
Jefferson, Tenn.
Teams of 10 students and
two faculty members per residential area will design programs and activities to encourage education outside the classroom, to develop leadership
skills and to promote community service.
"Project Achieve's main
focus will be on educational programs relating to issues of interest to the team." Petrey said.
These programs are imple-

mented through weekly meet- six residential areas. The resiings members are required to dential area will be deter
mined when a team has been
attend.
These issues will be deter- formed.
Project Achieve should be
mined by the team's observaoperational in all six areas by the
tions of their area's needs.
For example, a team may Fall 2001 semester.
I)ee Cockrille, vice president of
decide to focus on substance
abuse, sexual assault or even tax student affairs, is excited about
the program.
information at tax time.
"Project Achieve is a novel
The residential scholars
program
at
teams will create
Eastern." Cockrille
programs and plan
said. "Members
events and activiProject
can plan programs
ties to help stufor others while
Achieve
dents grow perworking with facApplications will be
sonally, socially
ulty. It is an opporand academically.
taken unW Feb. 1.
tunity to take part
"Our second
in leadership proThe
program
is
open
goal is to bridge
grams and comto full-time students
bine academics
the gap between
with at least a 2.5
and student life."
student affairs and
The program
Q.P.A.
academic affairs
is open to full-time
and to get faculty
students with at
involved." Petrey
least a cumulative G.P.A. of 2.5
said.
Each of the team members and to full-time faculty with a
will have equal responsibility genuine interest in student success.
within the team.
Applications will be taken
"The faculty members and
student members should be until Feb. 1.
To apply, contact Petrey al
seen as equals," Petrey said.
"Without a hierarchy and as a H22-2077 in the Office of
Student Life (Beckham 100) or
holistic team."
A pilot program will oper- Cockrille at r>22-2ri42 in the
ate this semester from Feb. 1 Office of Student Affairs (Powell
through May 1 in only one of 130).
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WEEKEND
Basketball
Attendance Contest
Thursday, Saturday. Monday
Music - FREE Pizza - Spirit
Items - Cireat Prizes - Step
Show - FREE Shirts - Games MORE!!!
$500.00 Attendance Contest

February 1-5
COMEDY SHOW
Friday, February 2nd
Brock Auditorium

8:00 PM
FEATURING

B PHLAT &

TURAE G()R1X)N
(AS SEEN ON COMEDY CENTRAI

)

FREEADAifSSfON!
Fun Flicks • FREE Bowling & Billiards - LAN Party Extended Facility Hours - FREE Midnight Breakfast • 3
Point Contest 3 on 3 Basketball Tournament - Brunch
& Steel Drum Concert - Playstation Tournament MORE!!!

Watch your campus mailbox
for a complete schedule of events
or visit us at vfww.firstweekend.eku.edu

Jamie Ga**s/Progress

\_
Despite several inches o» snow falling over the weekend, Eastern students did not miss classes Monday
Facilities Services workers were out Fnday night as the snow tell to make sure the sidewalks would be sate tor
students and faculty. If you are unsure if school will be on a delay due to bad weather, call 622-BADW.

Inclement Weather Plan (Two-Hour Delay)
MONDAY/WEDNESDAY/FRIDAY
Regular Class
Period

Delay
(Two Hours)

TUESDAYfTHURSDAY
Regular Class

Period

Daisy
(Two Hours)

8 - 8:50 a.m.

10- 10:40 a.m.

8 - 9:15 a.m.

10- 11 a.m.

9:05 - 9:55 a.m.

10:50- 11:30 a.m.

9:30 - 10:45 a.m.

11:10- 12:10 p.m.

10:10- 11 a.m.

11:40- 12:20 p.m.

11 - 12:15 p.m.

12:20-1:20 p.m.

12:30- 1:45 p.m.

1:30 - 2:30 p.m.

11:15- 12:05 p.m. 12:30- 1:10 p.m.
12:20- 1:10 p.m.

1:20-2 p.m.

2 - 3:15 p.m.

2:40 - 3:40 p.m.

1:25-2:15 p.m.

2:10-2:50 p.m.

3:30 - 4:45 p.m.

3:50 - 4:50 p.m.

2:30 - 3.20 p.m.

3 - 3:40 p.m.

3:35 - 4:25 p.m.

3:50 - 4:30 p.m.

4:40 - 5:30 p.m.

4:40 - 5:20 p.m.

6 p.m.

6 p.m.

6 p.m.

6 p.m.

Scholarships for
International Study
Eastern Kentucky
University
Established by the
President's Millennium Committee

Millennium Fellow
Scholarship Program
$1,000 Awards
• Ten $1,000 scholarships will be awarded
to student who plan to study abroad during
the summer of £001
• To apply, pick up a scholarship application from
the International Studies office, Case Annex 180
• Complete and return the application
by February 22, 2001
EKU IS AN AFFIRMATIVE ACTION/EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION
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►Campus Comments
Progress reporter Sha Phillips asked
students whether the All "A " Classic is
worth having or not

DenaTackett. editor

Tourney gets all 'AV

8o

-

WHY
SHOULD
YOU
CARE?
ThaAJ-A"
Classic
brought in
mom than
45,000 fans
last yaar.

Yes, it's worth the
money and tourism it
brings to Richmond.

Hometown
Lancaster
Major
Manufacturing
technology
Year:
Sophomore

Thetoumamant gives
away
$50,000 In
scholarships
to students
at Division
A high
schools.

SCOTT
STEPHENS

Yes, as long as the
money (from hosting it)
is going to something
Eastern can use.
because it's only a few
days long.

Hometown:
Greenup Co.
Major LriKlish
Yaw:
Sophomore

-*?

Michael Kotora/Progress

No, not unless they
(Eastern) can provide a
shuttle or other parking
options for commuters.
nOfTYfftOWIV

LaFollette.
Tern.
Major:
Master's program, grad. student
KEISHA
MATHIES

Yes, it gets EKU on the
map. But, commuters
pay too much money
for parking and should
have priority over fans.
Lebanon
Major:
Business
administration
Yaar: Senior

NICK BERTRAM

Any event that gets high
school students on our
campus is worth it; it
gives us the chance to
showcase Eastern.
Hometown:
Stanford
Major:
Marketing
Year: Junior

All 'A' Classic causes parking hassle;
benefits university and community
As if parking wasn't bad
enough already, the university goes and invites thou- •
sands of All "A" Classic fans to
town to take away the few precious
parking places in Alumni, right?
Well, before you run down high
school kids painted up in school
colors, here are a few things to
remember.
First of all, we were all in high
school at one point in time, no
matter how long ago that may
seem. The majority of us loved
going to high school basketball
games, especially when there was
a big tournament like the All "A"
Classic tournament going on now
in Alumni Coliseum. It united the
school, because no matter how dif-

E-Mail: progressOacs.ekuedu

To report a story or Idea
News
Jennifer Rogers, 622-1872
Accent
Jessica Turner, 622-1882
Arts&stuff
Jessica Griffin, 622-1882
Around&about
Sha Philips, 622-1882
What's on Tap
Sha Phillips or Jessica Gnffin. 622-1882
Sports
Daniel Prekopa, 622-1872
To |
Display
Angie Brumett, 622-1881

Kentucky student going to college
or not.
The tournament is also a good
opportunity for Eastern to recruit
new students. Retention and
enrollment are down, so this is
something that is really needed.
The high school students are
already here, so the university
gets to tempt them to make
Eastern their home after high
school. Eastern also gets paid to
host the tournament, which is
always a plus.
Sure, the All "A" Classic may
be an all out headache, but it is
only here for five days a year. Just
park somewhere else, eat in and
maybe catch a game or two. It may
just be fun.

Eastern gets
paid to host
the tournament,
which will
benefit the
university.

The tournament also
brings in
lots of
money for
the
Richmond
community,
due to the
fact the visitors us«
facilities
such as
restaurants
and hotels.

Committee's failure to meet wastes time;
appeals should go through Student Court
Students who dished out money for
parking tickets last semester may
near the jingle of money in their
pockets in the near future. .
SGA is pushing for all appeals filed
through the Division of Public Safety
last semester and appeals thereafter, to
be handled through Eastern's Student
Court. The appeals are currently handled by the Parking Appeals Committee.
SGA members voiced concerns about
the validity of the appeals filed last
semester, due to the parking committee's failure to meet.
SGA President Ritchie Rednour said
he hopes the issue will be ready for discussion at Saturday's Board of Regents
meeting. If passed, university President
Robert Kustra will appoint a staff and

► How to reach us
Phone:(859)6221881

ferent the students were, they all
wanted one thing — to be the
champs.
Another thing to remember is
that this weeklong tournament
brought in more than 45,000 fans
last year, which means big bucks
for Richmond. The hotels fill up,
restaurants are packed and even
area stores generate more revenue.
Sure, you may say that this is
just more aggravation, like standing in a longer line at Taco Bell,
but it is good for the community.
Also, this tournament will give
away nearly $50,000 in scholarships to students at Division A
high schools in the state. That
money could be the difference in a

The tournament isa
good way to
increase
enrollment
numbers
because
potential students can be
recruited..

Fax: (859) 622-2354

Classified/Subscriptions
Cathenne Cunningham, 622-1881
To suggest a photo or order
Jamie Gaddis, 622-1578
To subscribe
Subscriptions are available by mail at a
cost of $1 per issue; $20 per semestenor $38 per year payable in advance.
To submit a column
"Your Turn" columns should be
mailed to The Eastern Progress, 117
Donovan Annex, Eastern Kentucky
University, Richmond, Ky. 40475.
The deadline is noon Monday prior
to publication on Thursday. Columns
will be printed in accordance with
available space

faculty member, and all appeals will go
directly through the Student Court.
Until a decision is made however, all
appeals will continue to go through the
Parking Appeals Committee.
If Eastern is going to enforce rules
and regulations such as issuing parking tickets for parking out of zones,
parking illegally, etc., the university
should be required to follow the rules
and regulations that accompany the
appeals process. If the Parking
Appeals Committee is required to
meet each semester, members should
do so.
The failure of the Parking Appeals
Committee to meet has led to a huge
mess. Students, faculty and staff had to
wait an entire semester to see if their

My turn & letters policy
The Progress welcomes submissions for My Turn
columns by Eastern's students, staff, faculty or anyone in the
community interested in voicing an opinion.
My Turn columns should relate to a current topic on campus or in the community and not be longer than 1,000 words.
Authors can bring their columns to the Progress office at
117 Donovan Annex by noon the Monday before publication.
Usually the author's photograph is included with the column.
Columns may be saved on disk as RTF or text-only files.
Columns and letters to the editor may also be e-mailed to
the Progress at progress@acs.eku.edu or faxed to the office
at (859) 622-2354.
The Progress does not print anonyr KJUS columns or letters. Please include a phone number ai.d address for verification purposes only, not for publication.
The editor of the Progress reserves the right to edit
columns and letters for length.

appeal would be granted; now they will
have to wait even longer.
If the university wishes to continue
enforcing policies and rules, it should
make certain it offers students, faculty
and staff a timely and just way lo
appeal those policies and rules,
Otherwise, enforcing such rules is
basically of no importance and a waste
of time for those appealing parking
tickets, as well as a waste of t|e university's time.
If SGA's proposal to send all parking
appeals to the Student Court is passed, it
will be granting students, facility and
staff a fair way to have their concerns
heard. However, going this route in the
first place would nave saved a lot of hassle and a whole lot of time!

■w^ The
uiu Eastern
eastern

Progress
117 I 'on,nan Annex. Eastern Kentucky University, Richnund. Ky. 40475
Dena Tacked I Edttor
Jamie Vuison I Managing editor
Allison Altizer and Beth Howard I copy aditofs
Michael Kotora and Nathan Bullock I Staff artists
The Eastern Progress (ISSN 1081-8324) is a member of the Associated
Collegiate Press, Kentucky Intercollegiate Press Association and College
Newspaper Business & Advertising Managers. Inc. The Progress is published
every Thursday during the school year, with the exception of vacation and
examination periods. Any false or misleading advertising should be reported
to Adviser/General Manager, Dr. Elizabeth Fraas at (859) 622-1880.
Opinions expressed herein are those of student edtors or other signed
writers and do not necessarily represent the views of the university. Student
editors also decide the news and informational content.
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Student learns lesson:
too much fun hurts

Education may pay, but
state sign paying price
DENATACKETT
Fof ttw neon]
Dena Tackett
Is a senior
journalism
major from
Virgie. She is
also editor of
the Progress.

I really get jealous when I travel to
Taking a line from Earl Pitts, a
the South. Tennessee's sign isn't great,
radio personality whom always
but it is better-looking than ours.
starts his segment the same way,
Georgia's sign is a beautiful peach with
— You know what makes me sick? 1
the saying "We're glad Georgia's on your
hate that when I return to my home
mind. North Carolina, South Carolina
state of Kentucky after taking a trip
and Virginia also have better-looking
that I am greeted by the ugliest state
signs than ours.
sign in, dare I say, the entire United
Why can't we do something like that?
States.
I'm not saving we should be copycats or
Don't get me wrong. 1 love
anything, but we have so many beautiful
Kentucky, but I am deeply ashamed of
aspects and symbols of our state that we
our ugly sign. It is an embarrassment
could show off.
to this beautiful
We could have an
state.
enchanting thoroughIn case you haven't
bred racehorse, a cardiseen it, it is a big blue
nal, Daniel Boone, a
sign that has the
nature scene. Mammoth
"Education Pays" logo
Caves, My Old Kentucky
on it. If you haven't
Home or just anything
seen the logo, it is a
that is better looking
student holding up a
than the logo.
diploma in front of an
Again, I want to
orange or yellowishstress that I think
colored outline of the
Photo submitted "Education Pays" is a
state.
good program and a
Gov. Paul
This logo appears on all signs as
good logo for the state. It
Patton introduced
you enter the state of Kentucky
is important that this
the "Education
state become a leader in educating not
Pays" program, along with its logo,
only our children, but our adults and
in 1998. He did away with the traditional "Welcome to Kentucky" signs elderly. I, in no way, mean to play down
its importance. But again, I just really
to enforce the message that
wish our state sign could be more
Kentucky is dedicated to education.
attractive.
The logo also was placed on just
I really wish that the next time I go
about anything that bore the name
out of state that when I return home I
Kentucky.
could see a sign that would make me
Sure, this is a great message and
proud to be a Kentuckian.
one that should be taken seriously, but
Maybe if we had a state sign that
does it really have to be on our state
would catch peoples' eyes as they enter
entry signs? Maybe we could make it
Kentucky it would draw some of the
smaller or something, but it is not
attention away from all the litter, as
attractive enough to symbolize this
well.
state.

► Letters to the editor
to retain the team's original name, colors, etc.

Eastern grad disagrees with column
As an Eastern graduate, I felt that I had to
respond to your comment about the Baltimore
Ravens. I was a long-time fan of the Baltimore Colts
that were one of the "most storied franchises in the
history of the NFL" and were one of the best sup
port franchises in NFL history.
Robert Irsay moved the franchise from
Baltimore to Indianapolis without NFL approval in
the middle of the night. Neither did Indianapolis
nor Robert Irsay try to support a new franchise for
Baltimore. Baltimore did support the replacement
of a franchise for Cleveland and allowed Cleveland

Baltimore tried to go through the expansion
process to get a legitimate team, but was continually
rebuffed by the NFL Therefore, Baltimore was
forced to do as Houston (Tennessee), St Louis (Los
Angeles) and other cities were forced to do when
their city was "robbed" of a franchise.
Looking back, Baltimore has had a lot more
class than Indianapolis had...the original culprit.
Robert Carver
Business Development Specialist
Maryland Department of Business
and Economic Development
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Need a NEW
LOOK in
2001?
Come see us,
and we'll show you how
to SEE BETTER and LOOK COOL.

Mar-Tan Family Vision Center
205 Geri Lane Richmond 623-4267

We Are Now Offering
Eye Exams and Contact Lenses.

GIFT
Sensations!
Give the
gift of beauty...

Choose the perfect gift for skin,
body. eyes, lips and nails, plus a
sccni-sational candle. F.legant,
affordable and wrapped for giving

Merle
Norman
Cosmetics
839 Eastern
ByPass
Richmond.
KY
859-624-9825

1T»e
Picket
Fence
120 S KecnrUnd

Dr.
Richmond.
Ky
859626-9811

Mon-Sat 10 a.m -7 p.m.
Independently owned and operated.

JENNIFER
ROGERS
Jennifer
Rogers is a
sophomore
journalism
major from
Lancaster. She
is also news
editor of the
Progress.

J

en, the alarm's going off," my roommate said. "It's 8:30."

She didn't know it, but I was already
awake. I rolled over and smiled.
"1 know, Krisia, but I can't feel my
legs," I said.
She laughed. She couldn't feel hers
either.
We share a lot, my roommate and L
But Monday morning, we shared one
more thing: pain.
My roommate's a smart girl, and 1 don't
think I'm exactly stupid. But I guess we
didn't think that what we did over the
weekend would ever have this kind of
effect onus
It all started late Friday night. We
had about twenty people in our room. It
was snowing. We were bored. I don't
remember (or want to know) exactly
whose idea it was to go and play in the
snow, but somehow it seemed like the
thing to do.
We all put on seven layers of clothes,
grabbed a football and walked outside.
And then the war began.
We played a very crude, almost unrecognizable version of what we tried to call
football. Hardcore, tackle, no penalties,
no ref, barely even room enough to have
a field. We got brought down hard on the
sidewalk. We got snow shoved down our
shirts and in our faces. We got run over
and run down.
Yes, it was rough, but it was fun. So at
the end of the game we all smiled and
went to our rooms, laid our wet clothes in
the hall, and went to bed.
Saturday morning came, and there
we were. Just about a dozen of the
same people, in my room, looking for
something to do. And then somebody
Mid the magic words. Maybe we hadn't
learned our lesson, but it was just too
tempting.
The snow was still there. Our
clothes were dry. We still had a football.
So we piled on the ski pants again.

Corrections
A outline in the Jan. 18 issue of the Progress
on All should have identified the track runner
jumping the hurdle as Atiya Ferguson. Grigsby's
name should have also been spelled Kenyetta.
The Eastern Progress will publish clarifications
and corrections as needed on the Perspective

page*-

walked out into the wind and tried to kill
each other for another two and a half
hours. All in the name of football.
But this game was different No joking this time. We had a better field, with
the exception of one very large mud
hole. We picked teams, and employed
just a little strategy. It got rough. Real
rough.
More than once we had to stop long
enough to make sure we hadn't ripped
somebody's leg off. If you could
breathe, you were stiU well enough to
play.
After another brutal afternoon, we
walked inside, drank hot chocolate and
compared war injuries.
So Saturday ended, and Sunday began.
Another long afternoon, some bored peo
ple, plenty of snow still left The football
was still intact so were we. That left us
with no other choice but to finish what we
started
Sunday's game began with the few
lonely players who were either tough
enough or stupid enough to play again.
And it ended with those same players,
mostly in consensus that we were out
there out of stupidity.
And I was just about dead. I went to
bed Sunday exhausted. I really could not
feel my stomach. My head, well, it wasn't in good shape. I could see the early
outlines of a big, bad bruise below my
knee.
And then Monday came. Thanks to
my roommate, I eventually made it out
of bed. Here I sit, at my little computer.
Every bone hurts, every muscle
reminds me of one of my friends who
hit me really hard, maybe more than
once.
So to all those who beat me up this
weekend, thanks. Thanks for being
brutal, for being just a little insane, for
liking football. Thanks for just about
killing me. But most of all, thanks for
making something so stupid so darn
fun.

If you have a correction, please send it to the
editor by noon Monday before publication on
Thursday. You can mail corrections to 117
Donovan Annex. Richmond. KY 40475. or email
them to <progressOacs.eku.edu>.
The editor will decide if the correction deserves
special treatment or needs to be in the section in
which the error occurred.
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Fiesta of food
Mexican food
returns after
two years

Sombrero's

BY SARAH HEANEY

\ll< I
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John Kowaiskl. manager ot EKU Dining Services, prepares food at the
new Sombrero s Mexican restaurant in the Fountain Food Court

"It's the best place down
there." said l.ance Combs, a
junior from McKcc "Its pretty
Rood."

Sombreros is open from lOrlitl
a.m. to 7 p.m. Monday through
Thursday and 10:110 a.m. to f> p.m.
on Fridays.

I in those who still want the
option of a sub for lunch.
Illinipie's will make fresh sand
wiches every morning that will be
available in the (Irab and Go area
of the food court.
Eastern's Dining Sendees has
implemented other new changes
this semester. Blimpie's in Martin
Hall will open at f> p.m. instead of
(> p.m. The food court will stay
open later on Saturdays from 11
a.m. to 7 p.m.
Dining Services also is
rebuilding its Web page to offer
more online fcaUujsC.
A fwdbacT^nrvcy is available
on the Web site, which also features an option to select a meal
plan online. A new secret shoppers program also is being implcincntcd for students to earn
money by evaluating food preparation and service.
You can find out more about
Eastern's Dining Services at
www.food.ekti.edu.

: Deadline to apply for tech fee allotment is Feb. 2
From The Front
Hertram said he thinks the
idea to accept proposals to
determine where the remainder
of the technology fee money
should go will benefit the entire
university.
"I think this is an excellent way
to improve the technology in classrooms," Bertram said. "I'm very
excited about getting students and
faculty working together."

THE BOTAN V BAtf
\
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Criteria for the request for
money includes submitting a proposal no more than five pages, a
cover sheet and letters ol support
and authorization from a student
and faculty member.
Applicants also must submit a
letter of approval from the appropriate- department chair or
dean/associate dean.
Those applying must also
answer four questions ranging
from how the money will l>enefit
the university and students to

why tlie money is needed.
The proposal should list the
importance of the project, class or
academic activity for which the
money is being requested.
Applicants must mail six
copies of the |>roposal to Bertram at
Student (iovemmenl Association,
Powell Building 132, or simply
drop them by the office.
For more information regarding applications, contact the
Student Government Association
at t>22-1724. or contact college

deans or department chairs.
Applications must be submitted
by 5 p.m. Feb. 2.
Tile student groups approved
for funding will receive a one-lime
amount of money.
If an expense occurs as a result
of receiving some of the technology fee money, such as additional
phone lines, the way in which
these additional expenses will be
funded in following semesters
should be included.

c; 2001
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Progress Me photo
Eastern has agreed with state officials to move the Lancaster Crosswalk
to align it between the entrance and exit of the Lancaster Parking Lot.

changes to lancaster Avenue and
the crosswalk, several student
organizations led by the Student
Government Association are participating in a campaign to
increase awareness and education
about the crosswalk.
A
letter
from
SGA
President Ritchie Rednour and
Vice President Nick Bertram

went out Monday to all 14.000
Eastern students encouraging
the use of caution when using
the crosswalk either as a
pedestrian or motorist.
Fliers also have been posted in
university buildings and residence halls offering tips for both
pedestrians and motorists to
make the crosswalk safer.

APPEALS: committee continues to meet
From The Front
the Board of Regents and Kustra
appoinLs one faculty member and
one staff member to aid in the
appeals process.
Rednour hopes those changes
can be discussed and implemented at the Board of Regents meeting Saturday.
In the meantime, the Parking
Appeals Committee will continue to meet, according to
Rednour.
"Students are still going to
appeal to Public Safety like
they've always done." Rednour
said, adding that the process
would be the same until any
changes were approved.
"We're not saying everything is
wrong, we're just saying some
changes can be made." Rednour
said.
The Senate realized the
Parking Appeals Committee wasn't meeting after Senator Erica
Brown, a member of the committee, never received notification of
a scheduled meeting.
Suzanne Tipton, a clerk in
Student Financial Assistance and
a member of the Parking Appeals

623-2264
Just off the Bypass

IHMpWbWll

) Richmond

Committee, said the committee
used to meet regularly.
"When school started we
would meet at least once a week,"
Tipton said. She said that after
the committee caught up on
appeals, they met once every two
weeks.
Tipton said the committee met
last week and was scheduled to
meet Wednesday. Tipton said she
had been a member of the committee for about five years.
Rednour said meetings were
never called because of a change
in the committee's leadership.
Formerly, Skip Daugherty served
as chair, but his position was
vacated when he took a job in
Eastern's Alumni Relations program.
Rednour said new Financial
Assistance Director John Fish
was supposed to call the committee's first meeting.
Rednour also said that the
Senate was working on putting
the appeals process in the Student
Handbook, something he was
willing to guarantee would happen.
Other members of the Senate
voiced concerns about Eastern's
parking situation.

-Were not
saying
everything is
wrong, we're
Just saying
some changes
can be made."
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NO ONE CAN BEAT OUR PRICES

Winchester
740 Bypass Rd.
745-4000

•

•
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From The Front
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CALL
1-800-881-9173

CROSSWALK: SGA sends letters to students
Lancaster Avenue will not begin
immediately, Duncan said. Both
changes will be put off until the
temperatures rise.
Duncan said the relocation of
the crosswalk will make it "more
natural" and allow better visibility
for motorists.
The state will also wait until
later in the spring to see if the
new crosswalk should be raised
and flashing inset lights should be
installed to further secure safe
crossing.
"We're keeping h in our minds
for later in the year," Duncan said.
"This time of year the physical
elements are a problem."
Duncan did say he was "reasonably sure" the inset lights will
be placed at the crosswalk later in
the spring.
"I don't think well get by without having to provide those," he
said.
The state is also going to
install better signage for
motorists approaching the crosswalk.
The state highway department
is funding all the changes.
In addition to the upcoming

Uo*p COMPANY

Come to us for BODY JEWELRY.
incense, candles, hemp products,
& smoking accessories.
623-HEMP (4367) • botanybay@ipro net
Porter Plaza (behind Denny's on Bypass)

10:30 am to 5 p.m
Fridays

Jenifer Fee/Progress

56k Internet Access $17 95/mo
Web Hosting
Internet E-Commerce
Pagers
Cellular Service

Sar«c« C«Mi locahM m ©Cafe 10« SI Qaorg* Richmond 823-1500

$3.29 to $4 99
Hours:
10:30 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Mondays through
Thursdays

Stall writer

absence, Mexican cuisine ha*
relumed in Eastern's food court.
Sombrero's, a new Mexican
restaurant, opened Jan. VI The
restaurant replaced DC Subs,
Dining Services Director
David Freehold said many sin
dents expressed interest in bav
ing Mexican food in the drill in
a survey distributed last semester.
"We appreciate student feedback," Freeland said. "It helps
keep things fresh."
Sombrero's offers cook-toorder menu items like Mexican
pizza, enchiladas, taco salads
and burritos. Side items, such
as Mexican rice, retried beans
and guacamole are also available.
Entree prices range from &I.2M
to $4 .ft). Freeland noted this was
more expensive than I he local
Taco Hell prices, but also said Intel! the quality of the food at
Sombrero's was worth the sightly
higher prices.
Some Fasten) students have
already sampled Sombrero's
menu and found the restaurant to
be a good addition to the Food
Court.

CHAPE 1_

Specialties:
Mexican pizza
enchiladas
taco salads
burritos
Price rang*:

•
•
•
•
•

FREE DRINK
with11:30-1:30
purchase
of BUFFET
MF • Noon 2 p.m. Sun.
Get a LARGE 1-Topping
for only $5.99

• frnuml, «1c.

Campus Delivery Only

: THOROUGHBLADES

I HOCKEY EVENTS
:

THURSDAY, JANUARY 25
• Student Ticket Night
Buy One-Get One FREE!
FRIDAY, JANUARY 26
• Starving Student Night
$5 student tickets & $1 HOT DOGS
Chock out your Thoroughblades

mum
d°&
tl\U
Salutes the Generous Sponsors of the Fall 2000 EKU
Be»okstore National Phon athon Challenge

Ritchie Rednour,
president of SGA

EKU Bookstore
Snappy Tomato Pizza
Pepsi

The Inkspot
O'Charley's
S&S Tire

Kara Tatum, Senate Student
Rights chair, said some students
don't realize that they are not
allowed to park in some lots designated as employee lots. Tatum
said that while students can park
in most employee lots at night,
two lots are permanently employee spaces.
Those k)ts are between Combs
Hall and the tennis courts near
Martin Hall and the lot directly
behind Case Hall.

Arizona Jack's Pizza

Madison Garden
McDonald's
Movie Warehouse
Oceanfront Tanning
Outback Steakhous*
Paco's
Papa John's Pizza
Powerhouse Gym
Soft Shoe
Sun Shoppe
Total Body Tanning

Ciaemark Movies 8
dean Sweep Car Wash
Country in the City
Faxon's
Goodyear
Hair, Body St Soul
HairlM alters
J. Patrick's Bar A Grille
Jack's BP
Lane's Hairstyling Center

rt
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The Lady Colonels
are ranked No. 2 in
the nation in scoring
average per game.
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Contributions can b« made
out to the EKU Foundation
and tent to the Office of
University Advancement,
Coates Box 703, Room
324, Jonee BuMrJng. with
■Habitat for Humanity"
noted on the check.
For more information, cal
PRSSA Faculty Adviser
Dave Wootverton at 6221886.
To volunteer or for any more
questions, call the Madiaon
County chapter of Habitat
for Humanity at 625-9208.

Jim
1111

V

Campaign to build home
for Madison family underway
Eastern is working with Habitat for
Humanity to provide a family
with a new, permanent address.
This year Eastern is sponsoring a
^
Habitat for Humanity House, a project
coordinated by Eastern's chapter of the
Public Relations Student Society of
America.
Dorothy Clay is the future Easternsponsored Habitat homeowner. She
will be living with her son, Rodney
Walker, and his two children, Jozlynne
and Rontaveus. Their house is expect
ed to be finished in May.
Walker is the one who decided to go
to Habitat. He said he heard from a
friend, then filled out an application. He
■fa
said they found out in mid-June they
were getting their house.
The role Eastern plays as the sponsor is to recruit donations for the cost
of the house—a typical Habitat house
costs $40.000—and provide volunteers
to help construct the house along with
Jamie Gaddis/Progress
Habitat construction supervisors and volunteers.
Dorothy Clay and Rodney Walker, future Habitat homeowners, work with Charlene Stone, diDave Wootverton, Eastern PRSSA rector of operations, and Guy Patrick, executive director, before a homeowners' meeting.
faculty adviser, is directing the sponsoring effort on campus. Wootverton said payment, usually
that while Eastern has already donated around $275, and
over $5,000, the goal is still $35,000 away. they normally
"We still need contributions," pay off the mortWoolverton said. "That's what's impor- gage in 20 years,
according to
tant."
According to the Habitat for Humanity Patrick.
The families
of Madison County fact sheet, "Habitat
for Humanity is an international Christian also have to parhousing ministry that strives to eliminate ticipate in consubstandard housing in Madison County structing the
along
by making decent housing a matter of house
with the volunconscience and action."
Families are selected by a Habitat teers. Habitat
committee, that considers all aspects of calls this a
the families' lives. According to Guy "sweat equity,"
Patrick, executive director for the and mandates at
Madison County Chapter of Habitat for least 350 work
Humanity, about one candidate is chosen hours to the
family members
out of every 10 applicants.
Jamie Gaddis/Progress
Patrick said the committee specifically to give them a
looks for three characteristics when greater sense of Thta la the site for the Clay/Walker Eastern-sponsored Habitat
choosing a future Habitat homeowning ownership and House, 477 Irvine St. The construction crew has laid the foundation,
Eride for their but the weather is delaying volunteers from raising walls.
family.
out.
There has to be a real housing need,
the family has to be able to do the sweat
The families
Jozlynne, 10, and Rontaveus, 11, both
equity and they have to make enough are also mandated by Habitat to attend students of Madison Middle School, will
income to make the mortgage pay- regular meetings and communicate with start helping out.
ments," Patrick said.
a family partner, a volunteer who
"I'm happy that Habitat is helping us:
Charlene Stone, Madison County "adopts" and counsels the family with we would never be able to get a house on
Habitat's director of operations, said the homeowner issues and problems. The our own," Clay said.
building process begins with the house family partners do not have to be Habitat
And despite the fact that Eastern hassite. Stone said once the site is selected homeowners, but, according to Stone, a n't raised all of the $40,000 yet. Habitat
for the home, a building committee and lot of them are.
has already begun building.
volunteers begin the construction. Once
Walker, who lives on Evansdale, and
"These people build on faith,"
the construction is complete, the houses Clay, who lives on Keeneland, are very Woolverton said. "And it always works
are furnished with a washer and dryer, a grateful.
out They always get all of their money."
stove, refrigerator, blinds, carpet and
"I just want to thank the school and
Stone said building on faith reflects off
the students for helping out," Walker of living on faith for the Habitat employvinyl.
The homes are actually sold to low- said.
ees, homeowners and volunteers.
"We all just have so much to be grateincome families, interest and profit-free.
Walker said once they get the walls up
The families have a monthly mortgage and more dangerous construction is over. ful for," Stone said.
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Story and illustration by Jessica Turner.
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Whafs TAP

► Tap the "Tap"
Have a campus event or
activity? Contact Sha
Phillips or Jessica Griffin at
622-1882 or by emaO at
<progress@acs.eku.edu>.
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Basketball madness
bounces onto Eastern
Although it's not March yet, basketball madness is hitting Eastern's campus this week.
With the Kentucky's Touchstone Energy Cooperatives
AD "A" Classic Tournament this week ana Colonel home
games on Saturday and Monday, basketball fans are sure
to get their dose of the game.
Class A high schools, with enrollment in the upper
three grades of less than 425 students, will compete for
the title in McBrayer Arena.
The championship game for the girls' teams will be
played at 1 p.m. Sunday, and the boys' will also be on
Sunday at 3 p.m. Tickets for the Classic games can be purchased at the door.
Colonel fans can see the women's and men's teams
compete against Eastern Illinois at 6 and 8 p.m. on
Saturday at McBrayer Arena.
The Lady Colonels and Colonels will play at home again
at 5:30 and 7:30 p.m. on Monday against Southeast
Missouri. For ticket information for Colonel games call
622-2122

CutiOKSMICOfl

arc hotter than yw think.
Award-Winning Wings • 12 Signature Sauces
Full Menu • Big Screens & Satellite TV • NTN Trivia

8 a.m.
9-11 a.m.

Noon

"Testing as a Teaching
Technique," by Mark
Wasicsko, will be held al
Keen Johnson Building in
Faculty Club Lounge.

Men's tennis vs. Wright
State at Greg Adams
Tennis Center.

6 p.m.

Intramural basketball
captains' meeting.
7:30 p.m.

6:30 - 8:30 p.m.
Informal badminton at
Weaver Gym.

SATURDAY

"Evolution and Athesim:
A Match Made in
Heaven?" by Michael
Ruse at Moore. Room
116.

Women's indoor track.
East
Tennessee
Invitational at Johnson
City, Tenn.

8 p.m.
Joyce Wolf Faculty Vocal
Recital at Gifford Theater.

Men's indoor track. East
Tennessee Invitational at
Johnson City. Tenn.

Men's
tennis
vs.
Morehead State at Greg
Adams Tennis Center.
6 p.m.

Women's basketball vs.
Eastern Illinois at
McBrayer Arena.
8 p.m.
Men's basketball vs.
Eastern Illinois at
McBrayer Arena.

SUNDAY

Miss Dinnie Thompson
at Richmond Area Arts
Council.
4 p.m.
Super Bowl Party at the
Baptist Student Union.
6 p.m.
Sunday Supper & Super
Bowl Party at the
Catholic Newman Center.

MONDAY
5:30 p.m.

3 p.m.

7:30 p.m.
Men's basketball vs.

EKUC

Hot Sports Action • 254 Wings on Tuesdays

TUESDAY

23 K.

8 p.m.
Tasha Pence/Rebekah
Morgan piano/vocal
recital at Gifford.

Women's basketball vs.
Southeast Missouri at
McBrayer Arena.

uK.

7:30 p.m.

The Kentucky Attorney
General: Whether
Servant of the People or
Subservient to the
Machinery of
Government," by AB.
"Ben" Chandler III at the
Perkins Building.

TapsfeN
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WEDNESDAY

8 a.m.
Men's tennis vs. Western
at Greg Adams Tennis
Center.
Enna J. Bush portrays

Southeast Missouri at
McBrayer Arena.

EKU
Co-c-

B-g rtTfeSr

PU093

BUFFALO WILD WIN6I

NatftoGaoaYt
Visit The Progress online at www.progress.eku.edu.

asketlball

sum
SATURDAY J
Ooubk

Tip-Offs

MONDAY IAN
Double-

p.m. Tip-Offs

Show your Validated Student ID Card and get in for FREE!
Come sit in the exciting Student Floor Section and be a part of the action court-side!!!
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arts& stuff

Jessica Griffin, editor

WARNING:
Moshing can hurt
There are millions of things
that are not cool in this world.
Nuclear bombs, starvation, and
homelessness are only a few. I am
not going to talk about those
things. I am going to talk about
something that I'm sure many
people think is
very cool, but I
would have to
disagree.
On Jan. 18,
mosh pits and
crowd surfing
went on my list
of uncool things
in the world,
just under the
topics
of JESSICA GRIFFIN
nuclear bombs,
Madia SUB
starvation and
homelessness.
Two weeks ago, I wrote about
an upcoming Green Day concert
that I was excited about. Now,
don't get me wrong, I'm not going
to say anything bad about Green
Day (who absolutely rocked in
concert), but I do want to say bad
things about the 200 or so people
who were there to distract me
from the music, push me, kick me
and make it hard for me to even
take in a full breath of semi-clean
air.
There are few things worse
than not being able to breathe,
but when you can't breath
because people are packed so
tightly around you. that you cant
figure out where your feet are,
you begin to silently say your
prayers.
For a few terrible seconds
right after the lights went out and
the music started pouring out of
the speakers, I really thought I
was going to die. I couldn't have
been 20 feet from the stage at the

time, and all of a sudden everyone
behind me wanted to be in my
exact spot. First the mass lurched
forward, started Jumping up and
down, then back and forth as hard
and fast as they could.
One minute into the set I was
sweating profusely, feeling
bruised all over and wanting nothing more than to be as far from
the pounding, pulsing crowd as
possible. Then came the crowd
surfers. Amidst the fear of being
crushed to death, I also had to
worry about getting kicked in the
face or having a stranger dropped
on my head and having my neck
snapped as a result.
I have to admit I did expect all
of these things. I've been to many
concerts in my day, and have
even beeh in a few mosh pits.
Somehow, though, it was never
this bad. Either the people
weren't so energetic, or I was in a
better mood. Whatever the case. I
am now a staunch opposer to the
infamous mosh pit.
When I escaped the pit, and
reached the outskirts of the
crowd, I began to wonder what
people could find appealing about
pummeling each other and being
squished by strangers.
In my Internet research for
this column I found several promoshers who said that moshing is
non-violent. How is pushing,
punching, kicking and running
into people not violent?
You may take any side you
choose in this debate, and you
may think I a wimpy girl who
can't hold her own in the pit, but
one thing is for sure; it won't be
me slamming into you the next
time you go to a concert I'll be
in the balcony tapping my foot to
the beat
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Prima Ballerinas
Faculty vocal
recital to feature
Ballet Theatre
BY JESSICA GRIFFIN

Arts&stuft editor

The Kentucky Ballet Theatre will be performing at Eastern tonight but don't expect to
see any pink tutus or French piroutes. They
will be performing "Ancient Voices of
Children," a modern dance, as Eastern
Assistant Professor of Music Joyce Wolf gfhKives a vocal recital.
"Ancient Voices of Children." written by
West Virginia native George Crumb, was
choreographed by Xijun Fu. to make it a true
collaboration of artistic mediums. live music,
dancers, and vocalists, as well as costumes
and lighting will all come together to make
this a high caliber performance.
"Ancient Voices of Children" is not like a
traditional ballet.
"It is very modern and earthy. People
expecting to see a French ballet will be
stretched a bit," Wolf said. "It is a growing
experience."
The show was first premiered at the
Ix-xington Opera House in October, featuring
the same cast. Wolf sings the soprano role of
a mother who has suffered a tremendous loss.
Daniel Mudd-Simmons, a 12-year-old from
Lexington, will also sing a soprano role.
The dancers act out the vocal parts as the
Kentucky Ballet Theatre Orchestra plays the
accompaniment. The orchestra is conducted
by Jonathan Roller.
"Roller ties the performance together by
watching the dancers so he can keep the musicians in time with them," Wolf said.
The first part of the program will not
include the dancers. The first song will be an
aria composed by J.S. Bach, featuring violinist
Photo Submitted
William Goodwin. Next, Wolf will sing
Rebecca Raliff and other members of the Kentucky Ballet Theatre will be performing at the "Zigeunerlieder," composed by Johannes
faculty recital of Joyce Wolf, assistant professor of music . They will be perfoming 'Ancient Brahms. After intermission, the ballet will
begin. According to Wolf, the entire program
Voices ot Children" tonight at 8 p.m. in Gifford Theatre. Admission is free
should last about an hour.

Bybee Pottery: Madison County's 100 year tradition
BY QNA VAJLE

Staff writer

7:30 a.m. - The frenzy starts early, sometimes long before the sun comes up: it all
depends on the weather. Some people come
from miles away. Coke cans, chairs, jugs ...
anything will assure your spot at the door if
you put it out early. I've been told not to
look anyone in the eye. Eye contact is bad
and it ruins your game.
"We sit here and visit and then everybody turns into monsters." Mary Alice, of
Berea, joked.
"You don't really even want the stuff,
but you don't want anybody else to have
it either," Mike Hunter, of Lexington,
said "It's America at its worst."
Bybee Pottery, located at 610 Waco
Loop in Bybee, is the oldest existing pottery west of the Alleghenies Mountains.
The Comelison family began making pottery in their log cabin as early as 1809. In
1845, the family began the business that
continues today, still in the same log cabin.
Over the years, two log additions were
made to accommodate the growing business.
7:45 a.m. - People just emerged from their
cars. There are 15 folks ready to race ft>r
the best pottery here at the front door, and I
hear there are about 18 more at the back.
The lady up front has already opened the
screen door to get through quicker. I hope I
don't get hurt.
On Mondays. Wednesdays and
Fridays, Bybee employees take pieces
out of the kiln and stock their one "show
room" with the finished products. The
doors open at 8 a.m. sharp, and on a good
day the shelves are empty by 8:20 ajn.
"I saw a lady cry once because the

other side of the room.
doors opened about five minIhere is only one register in the
utes before 8:00. They opened
store, so buying the pottery takes
them because there was a huge
almost as long as the wait outside,
storm coming and they didn't
Members of the Comelison family
want us to get hit by lightening." Alice said.
wrap the pottery in newspaper and
stick it in boxes for a safe transport
When locals tell stories about
home.
the lines and race for Bybee
Customers can take a self-lead
pottery, some out-of-towners
tour of the facility after making a
think it's a joke.
purchase. Bybee employees are
"I can't believe it, I just can't
glad to answer any questions and
believe it," Karen Renfro. of
show you exactly how the dishes
Madisonville. said.
and other novelties are formed
7:54 a.m. - The line is getting
antsy. People are moving back
from local clay, then glazed and
fired in the kiln at 2.2(H) degrees
and forth, left to right. One guy
Just asked for a boost. I'm considfor 16 hours.
Russ Gabbard. a Comelison sonering turning around now. It's
in-law. makes pottery in the origilike you don't know if you should
nal cabin.
laugh at the people and their
"We get clay droppings on the
obsession or join them. The
floor built up 8 to 1(1 inches high.
blinds are opening, the doorknob
We dig them down every few
is turning . . . the door opens
years. When 1 hit my hat on the
"And they're off!'
beams (of the ceiling), that's when
The Bybee tradition is to run
I know it's time to sweep,"
in the door and grab as many
pieces as possible and then set
Gabbard said.
Gma Vaile/Progress
Gabbard makes Bybee pottery
them on the floor to "mark your
spot" It is an unwritten rule to Rick Hall, Bybee Pottery employee, glazes a pitcher using the jigger wheel, a shaping
not touch pottery on the floor, Bybee Pottery has been in Madison County for over 100 machine made of wood and stone.
The jigger wheel is old-fashioned
but anything on the shelf is fair years, and is known worldwide for their quality products.
compared to the technology of
game. First-time shoppers are
today, but far more advanced than
warned not to set their pottery
to five minutes." Oarrell York, an Eastern
on a shelf because it will be gone once graduate and resale buyer from the potter's wheel that his father-in- law,
Walter Comelison. uses.
they turn around.
Nicholasville. said.
"I can make 40 bowls in an hour using
"It is unreal. My sister told me how 8:30 a.m. - Almost all the pottery is off the
amazing it is, but I had no idea it was really shelves - at least hot items like pitchers Ihis machine versus his eight on the
like this," Mary Rose Smith, of Louisville, and vases. One lady just caught me eyeing wheel." Gabbard said.
"We were eight years behind on orders.
said. She plans to use the pottery in a cabin her big, red glazed pig, and now she is sitting with her pottery on the floor while her I think we've cut it down to three now."
she and her husband are restoring.
"Generally it's all off the shelf in three friend goes to barter with a lady on the Rick Hall, a Bybee glazcr. said about the

Have your next
portraits done with
us.
Portraits
Weddings
Commercial
Digital Services
One Hour Photo
Enlargements

10 inches high.
We dig thorn down
every tow years.
When I hit my hat
on the beams,
that's when I
know It's time to
•weep,"
-Russ Gabbard, Bybee Employee
demand for Bybee products.

Hall said Bybee is considering not taking orders because customers can buy a
set of dishes at the store ... if they beat
the competition to the shelf. Bybee has
had some customers come from as far as
Japan. Iceland and Colombia just to buy a
little piece of Bybee.
"People collect it because it is useabkand affordable." Harvey Conner, a Bybee
employee said.
9:00 a.m. - Even though I'm ready to get
back to school, I had a great time. I have to
admit I'm hooked. I think I'll come back on
Wednesday for a Bybee pig. Just hope those
nice little ladies stay out of my way.
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SUPER BOWL
SUNDAY
SUPER SALE

50%
OFF
USED CDs & TAPES
T-SHIRTS
JANUARY 28th
1:00-6:00 PM

U3-50S8

Dill fcftt Next \\ SM one

•nwiniUTffi
On Uwy. 25 at Exit 90 off 1-75; just past Keeneland Drive
Turn left at People's Bank

"We get clay
droppings on the
floor built up 8 to

Do you like to shoot pictures? The
Progress is looking for some photographers. Call 622-1&81.

How does your
SUPER BOWL
Party
stack up?
Score a TOUCHDOWN
with our
GREAT NEW
BREADS

WE DELIVER

624-9241
200 South Second Street

WE ARE OPEN
MON.-SAT. 10:30AM.-Midnight
SUN 11a.m.-l1 p.m.

DELIVERY HOURS
MON.-SAT. 11 A.M.-11 P.M.
SUN Noon to 11 p.m.
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Professor exposes genres;
uncovers detective movies
BY ANDREW KERSEY

Staff writer

u

One of the
tilings that I do
is listen to what
my students are
saying.

Birthday: March 8,1948
Hometown: Pine Bluff,
Ark.
Did you know?: Rogers
used to draw chalk portraits. Also, at one point
in his life, he considered
becoming a Unitarian
minister.

Today's generation seems
to be best influenced by
Ihe mediums of television
and cinema. On Eastern's campus there is a little-known communications class that studies
films and their impact on society.
The class is called film genre
and is taught by Doug Rogers,
broadcasting professor. Students
have the option to enroll in the
class under the course numbers
260 (film genre 1) or 460. the follow-up course.
The only difference is that
there is more work required in
the 460 class as opposed to the
260 course.
In the class, students watch a
movie at every meeting. After
the movie Rogers lectures about
the film and leaves an open discussion forum for students to
talk about their views on the
film.
Rogers has been teaching
the class for 12 years and is always looking for a different
genre to keep the classes interesting.
"One of the things that I do
is listen to what my students are
saying. If I hear people talking
about something in the hall, I
ask students what types of
movies they want to see. What
triggers a new genre is my own
awareness of a film and interests
to study it. You have to think
about one movie, and that movie
reminds you of another film and

so on. You think to study the
films because it's pop culture."
Rogers said.
Rogers is teaching the genre
of crime and detection this semester.
The course looks at films
that expose a criminal subculture and the efforts and processes of police detection to uncover
crime and the culprits who commit them.
The film genre class was
willed to Rogers when Professor
Don Cain retired from the university, but Rogers was getting
involved with the course before
Cain left.
"Don had always taught the
cinema history and film genre
classes, and I mentioned to him
that 1 would like to make a fantasy film genre. He suggested I
put one together and I have been
involved with the course ever
since." Rogers said.
The genre course is usually
always chronological, in that the
class starts out with older
movies and works its way to today's more recent films.
Rogers says thai showing
the films chronologically show
students how the themes in
cinema develop and change as
society changes. He also says
that it's important for students
to be exposed to the films and
artists involved with making
cinema.
"You're going to be exposed
to films that are icons in today's
society. You'll also be exposed to
a great many artists like the ac-

tors, directors and technicians
that make the movies possible.
It's good to know who these people are and what they're doing."
Rogers said.
Aside from teaching people
about film, Rogers has even tried
his hand at making movies.
Rogers made his film debut in
1997 when he co-wrote the
screenplay of a communications
project film titled "Dying to Act"
with former Communication
Chair Ron Wolf.
Rogers also acted as technical adviser and film editor for
the movie that aired on the campus cable channel.
The film was a low-budget
venture that only cost $2,500 to
make and was filled with Eastern
students as its actors.
"As a movie. God love it. it
stinks. But I'll argue that it's the
best campus project I've ever
been involved with. It's campy,
and I'd say that is passed the
test on a scale of poor to fair.
Everything was done with cheap
shoe strings, but the learning experience couldn't have been
done any other way." Rogers
said.
Rogers attributes his expertise on films to his vast experience of critiquing film and writing books. He says he's viewed
over 10,000 movies and written
six novels.
I have never tried to get any
of my books published, but
maybe one day I will. Who
knows," Rogers said.
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$23-7473
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Hot Bulbs....Always

Selected Liters
of Shampoos & Hair
Products $10
624-0066
Walk-ins welcome

Allison Altiaer. editor

Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m -9 p.m.
Sun 12:30 p m.-6 p.m.
RICHMOND MAIL

Check out the two new StarPower, §2_b_uJb beds
with face and shoulder tanners. Plus the 1400 watt
standup Starship.
When you bring this ad Inl
For the best tan in town, experience the difference.
Planet Sun.

Jenifer Fee/Progress
Doug Rogers, Eastern broadcasting professor, studies a broadcast script
at Eastern's radio station, WXil Rogers also teaches film genre classes.
The genre of crime and detection is the topic of this semester's class.

T Mocha To'ft

Icf (rram ( appurrmoi Hawaiian

Shave Ice
• Old-fashioned hand-dipped
ICECREAM
• Hand-dipped SHAKES. Malts,
Sundaes
• 50 Hawaiian SHAVED ICE
flavors
• Delicious EXPRESSO &
CAPPUCCINOS
• Ashby's Sterling Ice Cream.

Buckets
of Pasta
2 go!
Madison
n
■ » K « fl * r. L

Congratulations
New Members of
Kappa Alpha Theta
Kristie Estes
Brittany Vore
Laura Neeley
Micha Neal

Nicole Gibson
Nicky Webb
Evelena
Westfall

mmmmmmmmmmmmtmmmmmm
FREE LOTTERY
TICKETS
TO BE GIVEN AWAY
EVERY HOUR!!!!

Taste The
Magic
236 W. Main Street
Serving Richmond & E.K.U,

1 large
1 Topping Pi

Every Monday and Wednesday,
beginning Jan. 29th
until the end of February
Donate PLASMA and receive a chance
to win BIG at LOTTO!!!

WIN EXTRA CASH... WHILE SAVING LIVES!
Repeat
SERA-TEC PLASMA CENTER j^. ^or
Donors:
292 South 2nd Street
jgps $20 '
859 624-^5
^go/WO
$15, $25.
g$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$s$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$s$>$s$$$$$

624-0404
Campus delivery or carry out only.
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around&about
First Weekend planned
by students, for students
Sha Phillips, editor

BY 8AHAH LYNCH
Staff writer

said.
The committee has also decided to replace the
many events during the weekend with fewer, but
bigger events.
The big event this weekend will be the Student
Organization and Residence Hall Attendance
Contest
The idea of die contest is to have as many of the
people in your residence hall or members in your
organization to show up at the four upcoming
Colonel and Lady Colonel basketball games.
The first game begins at 5:30 p.m. on Feb.l with
the Lady Colonels playing Tennessee Tech. At 7:30
p.m. Feb. 3 the Colonels will play Tennessee Tech.
Then on Monday. Feb. 5. the women's and men's
teams will take on Morehead State with the ladies
playing first at 5:30 p.m. and then men playing at 8
p.m.
In order to get credit for being at the games,
organization members must check in each night
with their student IDs at the registration table that
will be located at the back concourse.
A pre-game pizza party will take place before each
game in the Auxiliary Gym and an entertaining halftime show will take place during each game when
more prizes will be given away.
At halftime of the last game on Monday, the organization with the highest overall percentage of its
total membership in attendance will be presented
with $500 cash and a basketball with the organization's name on it.
Chenoweth said the contest is an effort to break
down boundaries.
"We're trying to bring together all the student
organizations, and students in general at the athletic

Since February is almost here, it means only
one thing. First Weekend is drawing near.
First Weekend activities will begin Feb. 1.
First Weekend is one weekend out of the month
designed to give students who chose to stay on
campus an abundance of things to do. The program has undergone some changes since last
semester.
Last fall, the appropriateness of First Weekend's
name was in question. This was due to the fact that
First Weekend wasn't always occurring on the first
weekend of each month.
Stacia Chenoweth. co-chair of the First Weekend
committee, said the name has to stay.
"Since students were already familiar with the
name, we decided to make it a priority to have First
Weekend on the first weekend of each month,"
Chenoweth said.
Kathy Kustra. co-chair of the committee, said
First Weekend was always meant to fall on the first
weekend of each month.
"The current committee members decided to
return to the initial concept to help build participation and to give students a schedule they can count
on." Kustra said.
Kustra said the biggest change for First Weekend
is the way its committee is run.
"This year students now design and run First
Weekend, with assistance from Student Affairs. In
the first two years, it was run by Student Affairs with
assistance from the students," Kustra said.
The students understand what events will be
appealing and how to publicize them better. Kustra
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Progress file photo
Students can take advantage of free billiards and bowling from 4:30 p.m. until 12 am on Feb. 1 to 3 in the Powell Recreation Center as a part of various planned events for First Weekend

facility to show our school spirit and unity."
Chenoweth said.
"First Weekend is about the students and this is
one First Weekend no student will want to miss."
Chenoweth said.
Along with the contest, students can expect other
events such as free bowling and billiards, Sony
Playstation gaming and a brunch over the course of
the weekend.
For basketball lovers, a free throw and 3-point
contest will take place at 6 p.m. on Friday in the
Weaver Gym.

A three-on-three basketball tournament with a
men's and women's bracket is scheduled for 11 a.m.
on Saturday. The winners of this tournament will be
special guests at Travis Ford's luncheon.
Each event was planned to help students have a
good time without having to go home.
"First Weekend is meant for the students enjoyment. It is meant to be something they will remember fondly as arums. It is meant to foster friendships
and community and to provide a great weekend,"
Kustra said.

Class allows nursing student to volunteer in Haiti
BY JAW HOWEIX

Staff writer

Would you have liked to spend your
Christmas vacation in a foreign country?
Kelly Weaver, senior, spent hers in Haiti.
There was a catch, though. It wasn't a pleasure cruise or a group tour. She spent her
break in a place where children die of parasites, malnutrition, anemia and malaria.
It is somewhere that people can only
afford to eat a cup of rice a day. if they are
lucky. Weaver helped them by aiding a
foundation that provides free medical care.
Weaver signed up for a nursing elective
that allowed her to travel to the Northwest
Haiti Christian Mission in the small town of
St Louis deNord. While there. Weaver volunteered her services at birthing facilities
and nutrition centers.

would remember from her trip. Perhaps
one of the most important things. Weaver
said, is that we, as Americans, should
respect what we have.
It's okay to have stuff, as long as you're
giving stuff, too," Weaver said.
She also said church services on
Sundays were interesting. While they sang
in Creole, Weaver sang in English. But she
said it didn't make a difference.
"You're singing for the same purpose."
Weaver said.
Dena Demaree and Pat Woods, Eastern
professors, have been sponsoring this trip
for five years. They have taken groups as
large as five, and as small as one.
Demaree said the goal is always the
same, and each student that goes comes
back with a new respect for the American
healthcare system.

Weaver's trip may have not been the
ideal way to spend Christmas break. She
arrived in the middle of one of the worst
rainy seasons Haiti has seen in a few
years. Swollen rivers and bus trouble
turned an eight-hour bus ride into a 25hour journey.
Once she arrived in St Louis, however,
Weaver said she quickly began to forget
the horrors of the trip and began to learn
valuable lessons. She said she was
shocked that the media didn't alert people
in the United States about the poverty
somewhere as close as Haiti.
Volunteering in the pediatric center.
Weaver said she saw 10 children each weekday. These children were participants in a
nutrition program. Many of them may not have
survived infancy without the aid of the center.
There are many things Weaver said she

While the class is offered as a nursing
elective, anyone is welcome to gain credit
hours or a pass/fail grade. If you have an
interest, contact Demaree in Room 121 of
the Dizney Building.
The mission's presence in Haiti has had
a positive influence. They do not refuse to
treat the overwhelming majority of voodoo
practitioners, but they also offer Christian
guidance. Their facility has offered employment to many Haitians, and they now have
access to emergency rooms. Also, children
who have become involved in the nutrition
programs show a much higher rate of sur
rival.
If you would like to donate or receive
more information on the mission, contact
Executive Director Larry Owens, care of
the Northwest Haiti Christian Mission,
P.O. Box 829. Versailles. Ky. 40383.

Need a job?
If so, contact
The Eastern
Progress. We
are looking for
ad reps and
photographers.
Call 622-1881
for more information or stop
by Donovan
Annex Room
117.
PThe Eastern
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Cyber Cart...
Gourmet Coffees and Teas
Homemade Desserts
Greet Atmosphere

High Speed Internet Access
Sandwich Box Lunches
Cheesecake & Tiramisu

104 St. George, WoYnond (MW from RacordSmrth) 623-1500 x221
MON-THUR 11 am-11 pm FR1 n_ajT^dni9ht_SATjTc^

HWIZE

DISCOUNT AUTO PARTS
& SERVICE CENTER
624-2990
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ELECTRONIC TUNE-UP
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Facto about Haiti
Haiti is one of the most
densely populated countries in the world, with
approximately 650 people
per square mile.
Climate: tropical; semi and in
the mountainous regions
Languages: French (official):
Creole
Population: 6,884.264
Ethnic divisions: African
descent (95%); European
and Mulatto (5%)
source, www.altavieta.com

Eastern Kentucky University
Dining Services
Wants to know if YOU

Wanna' Watch the SUPER BOWL?
WHERE MARTIN HALL
WHEN: GAME TIME!
BEGINNING TO END
(Doors open at 5 p.m.)
WHAT: BIG SCREEN TV

*»io»A5 *6990C
MfiiMWMan

FMiiaral
Allow £• Bl«»>o«
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RAVENS
Sharpe
R. Lewis
Ismail

GIANTS

AMERICAN HUMANICS
CERTIFICATE
www.humanics.org
EKU Students in the following
majors can earn the American Humanics Certificate and prepare for a career in non-profit agencies:
English
Exercise and Sport Science
Family Studies
Non-Profit Business Administration
Psychology
Recreation and Leisure Studies
Sociology, Social Work and Counseling

ATTEND AN INFORMATION MEETING
Tuesday January 30, 2001
3:30 P.M. ~ 4:30 P.M.
BEGLEY 404
QUESTIONS?? CALL 1834

Barber
Strahan
Collins
Toomer
Sehorn
Brooks

Dilfer

J. Lewis
Banks

Did I hear

BIG SCREEN?

SUPER BOWL SPECIAL

WHILE WATCHING THE GAME
ONLY, ORDER 1 6-INCH OR 12INCH SUB & GET THE SECOND
. SUB OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUfc
FOR ONLY 99C
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Max Good
deserves
chance at
Las Vegas
What in the world is Rick
Pitino thinking?
Pitino, the former University of
Kentucky and Boston Celtic head
coach is reportedly going to take
the job at the University of Las
Vegas which is being held by
Eastern grad
Max Good.
Good took over
as interim coach
in UNLV after
head coach Bill
Bayno was fired
last month
because of sanctions being
imposed by the
NCAA.
DANIEL PREKOPA
Pitino left
Rim Shot
Kentucky,
after building a
national championship team, for
the green with the Boston Celtics,
and I don't mean the green on
their jerseys. His hope was to
build the team that was his boyhood love into a contender once
again. Of course, this was a total
disaster and he recently resigned
as head coach of the Celtics.
For a rebound, Pitino wants to
coach at UNLV, a program that is
in sorry shape right now. The
team is not exactly top 25 caliber
and the school will probably be on
a four-year probation for recruiting violations. So not only does
Pitino want to go to a place where
he has to rebuild a program from
the ground up again, but he has
to do so with restrictions from the
NCAA Good is caught up in the
middle of all of this.
Good has paid his dues at
UNLV, and now when he finally
has the chance to prove himself
worthy of a head coaching job, he
finds out that he could be
replaced by Pitino; just discarded
like an old shoe. He certainly
does not deserve to be treated
like this.
My advice to you Pitino, go
back to UK. I know it might be a
little embarrassing at first to go
back to the program you abandoned for the NBA a few years
ago, but this is your best chance
for a winner once again.
First off, you are revered in
Lexington. They would probably
build a statue for you upon your
return. Let them kick Tubby
Smith out for your return. Smith
is a good coach, but he is
nowhere near as revered as you
in Lexington. Let Good have his
chance at UNLV.
Second, the Wildcats are still
talented. This is a team with enormous talent that is underachieving. With your direction, it could
be a top 10 team once again and a
national championship contender
within a few years.
When you think about it,
coaching at Kentucky again
would be a good confidence boost
for you after your disaster in
Boston. Why invade someone
else's pond when you can take
back the ocean you have created
in the Bluegrass? Think about it.

Give Martin his cart

Daniel Prekopa. editor

BURNING
IT UP

The Lady Colonels have torched
the nets to the tune of 88.9 points per game,
good enough for second best in Division I
women's college basketball.

PER GAME SCORING
I.Connecticut 91.1

2. Eastern
3. Vanderbilt

4. Georgia
5. Iowa State

88.9
85.6

84.8
83.2

High scoring attributed to defense
BY DAHCL PREKOPA

Sports editor

Don't look now. but an unexpected surprise has happened for
Eastern basketball.
Just when teams thought they
could come into McBrayer Arena
and win, the Lady Colonels are
second in the country in scoring
offense.
That's right, second in the
country, not just the Ohio Valley
Conference.
The Lady Colonels' 88.9 points
per game is second only to previous national no. 1 Connecticut,
who score an average of 91.1
points per game.

Eastern is scoring more points
per game than current no. 1 Notre
Dame (78.2), national powerhouse Tennessee (80.3) and anyone else in the country.
The closest to Eastern in scoring is Vanderbilt who averages
85.6 points per game.
This fact has not escaped the
eyes of Eastern Head Coach Larry
Joe Inman. who said the scoring
average this season is probably
the highest he's ever seen in his
coaching tenure at Eastern.
"It's a great accomplishment,"
Inman said.
Inman actually credited the
higher scoring more to the Lady
Colonels press defense than hot

shooting.
"Our defense creates our
offense," Inman said.
In last Saturday's game against
Murray State, the Lady Colonels
forced 31 turnovers.
In Eastern's past away games
against UT-Martin and Murray
State, Inman said they could have
scored better.
The Lady Colonels scored 86
points against UT-Martin and 85
against Murray State, and both
games were on the road.
In McBrayer Arena, Eastern
has been lighting up the scoreboard. In the last homestand
against Tennessee State and
Austin Peay, the Lady Colonels

burned both teams out of
Richmond with 199 points total in
the two games.
The Lady Colonels have
reached 100 points in a game
three limes this season, twice at
home. They won at Glenville State
in November by the score of 11680. they beat West Virginia Tech
at home in December 199-63, and
they won in a shootout against
Tennessee State 107-96.
While the team is one of the
nation's leaders in scoring average stats show that their scoring
is a team effort instead of an individual effort
Candice Finley is leading the
scoring barrage with 12.9 points

per game. Charlotte Size more is
right behind with 11.8 and Mikki
Bond is averaging 10 points per
contest
Four other Lady Colonels are
averaging over eight points per
game: they are Larry a Wall (9.5),
Teresa McNair (8.5), Zoey Artist
(8.4) and Synisha Smith (8.4).
Next on the burner for the
Lady Colonels are Eastern
Illinois and Southeast Missouri.
Eastern Illinois comes to
Richmond
Saturday
and
Southeast Missouri will play on
Monday. Eastern Illinois is allowing 77.9 points per game and
Southeast Missouri is allowing
65.4.

Lady Colonels
winning streak
at five games
BY DANIEL PREKOPA

Sports editor

In a key Ohio Valley
Conference road trip this past
week, the Lady Colonels swept
both games by defeating UTMartin last Thursday 86-68 and
Murray State Saturday by the
final score of 85-63.
Eastern (13-4, 5-1) will host
Eastern Illinois Saturday and
Southeast Missouri on Monday.
"I'm very pleased with our
play," Head Coach Larry Joe
Inman said.
Inman said winning those two
"roadkill" games was essential to
the Lady Colonels in their quest
for the OVC crown.
"Roadkill" games are the
games a team wins on the road
that are essential if that team is
going to win the conference title.
Inman said the team is playing
better and will hopefully keep the
momentum going into the NCAA
tournament.
"If we can just keep up the consistency we should be all right,"
Inman said.
Mikki Bond and Zoey Artist
led Eastern at UT-Martin with 14
points each. Also scoring in double figures for Eastern in
Tennessee was Candice Finley

I hope the United States
Supreme Court rules in favor of
Casey Martin. I think it is ridiculous that the PGA believes Martin
should have to walk in order to
play golf.
Golf is the only sport right now
where the pros do not have
access to all the equipment the
amateurs have access to. Why
aren't carts allowed on the PGA?
Who came up with this rule anyway?
What if Major League Baseball
decided players couldn't wear
glasses or contacts because it
gives them an advantage in seeing the ball better?
It's not like Martin's cart is
giving him a considerable advan- ► Sports Briefs
tage. If he were winning as many
tournaments as Tiger Woods, I
Athletics Director
would see why the PGA would
search continuing
have a problem, but he has not
The search for a replacement
won a tournament since he startfor former Athletics Director Jeff
ed riding a cart
Long has moved forward over the
Don't get me wrong, Martin
course of this past week.
has the talent to compete in the
Gary Cordner, chair for the
PGA. He belongs in the PGA the
search committee, said the comonly problem is his walking conmittee met for the first time on
dition, but I don't see why his
Wednesday, Jan. 17 to discuss a
using a cart is such a problem.
course of action.
I say, let everyone use carts if
The committee will meet again
they want to. Let it be the players'
on Wednesday, Jan. 31 to review
choice. It would be a real shame
the more than 20*applications
to have a guy like-Martin retire
because he is not allowed to use
Eastern has received so far for the
something as silly as a golf cart.
job. The committee members will

with 10 points. Larrya Wall
snagged 10 rebounds.
In the second half of the game.
Eastern shot .432 from the field
(16 of 37) and made 11 of 15 free
throws to bury the Lady
Skyhawks.
A different cast of players led
the Lady Colonels in Murray.
Charlotte Sizemore and Katie
Kelly led the team with 13 points
each. Also scoring in double figures was Wall with 10.
Against Murray State, Eastern
shot .444 from the field (12 of 27)
to pace themselves to a win.
Inman was especially pleased
with the defensive performance
by his team. They forced 31
turnovers at Murray State.
"I felt like defensively ... we
really played good defense,"
Inman said.
While Inman said the defense
is playing above expectations, he
said the shooting could still
improve.
The Lady Colonels shot .405
from the field against UT-Martin
and .404 against Murray.
"We probably could have shot
the ball better," Inman said.
Inman's hope is that the strong
play by the Lady Colonels continues and that they will have

Jamie Gaddts/Progress
McNair and the Lady Colonels will try to light up the scoreboard Saturday against Eastern Illinois.

improved enough by the conference playoffs to win the title.
Sizemore recorded her 1,000
point for Eastern Saturday against
Murray, a feat which Inman said
is a tough feat for anyone in the
sport.
"I think it's a great thing for
her," Inman said. "I just hope she
isn't finished scoring."
Eastern Illinois and Southeast
Missouri are two teams that
Inman said are "two very capable
teams."
Inman said while the road wins
are nice, winning at home is
essential to capture the conference tide.
"You've got to win at home,"

Inman said.
Eastern Illinois (4-13, 0-6) is
led in scoring by Ham 0' Connor.
O'Connor averages 13.9 points
per game. Also averaging in double figures for the Panthers are
Renee Shaul with 13.6 and Lauren
Dailey with 10.3.
Southeast Missouri (106, 5-1)
is tied with the Lady Colonels for
second place in the OVC. The
Indians are led by Lori Chase with
12.8 points per game. Veronica
Benson is also averaging 12.6
points per game for the Indians.
Tipoff for Saturday's game is
scheduled for 6 p.m. and
Monday's game is at 2 p.m. Both
games are in McBrayer Arena.

then choose the candidates they Smith already confirmed his interwish to invite for job interviews.
est in the job.
"We're still very early in the
Earlier this month. President
process," Cordner said.
Robert Kustra placed an ad in the
Cordner said the preferred NCAA News for a new athletics
starting date for the new athletics director. Former Athletics
director would be March 1, but a Director Jeff Long announced in
later date could be negotiated.
December his intention to leave
"We (the committee members) for the University of Oklahoma.
hope to get our business done
within a month," Cordner said.
Because no applicants have yet Annual hitting
been chosen to be interviewed, camps to be held
Cordner said he cannot release
Eastern's annual hitting camps
the names of any of the appli- will be conducted the wdeks of
cants.
Jan. 29 through Feb. 1 and Feb. 5Acting Athletics Director Chip 8. These camps are designed for

players who want to develop and
refine their hitting skills.
Baseball Head Coach Jim
Ward and his staff will be instructing camp participants on the correct techniques of hitting. Session
one will be held from 6 to 7 p.m.
for ages 9-11, session two will be
from 7 to 8 p.m. for ages 12-14
and session three will be from 8
to 9 p.m. for ages 15-18.
The cost of the camp is $60
and enrollment in each session
will be limited. For additional
information call the baseball
office at 622-4998.

Saturday, 5:30 p.m.
! Alumni Coliseum

Monday, 2 p.m.
Alumni Coliseum

Charlotte Sizemore
scores 1,000 point

Lady Colonels junior forward
Charlotte Sizemore scored her
1.000 career point Saturday
against Murray State.
Head Coach Larry Joe Inman
said it is an accomplishment for
anyone to reach the 1.000 point
milestone in college basketball.
"I think it's a great thing for
(Sizemore)." Inman said. "I just
hope she isn't finished scoring.
Sizemore is averaging just over *
12 points per game as a starter for
the Lady Colonels.
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Lady
Colonels
win with
Wall' ball
BYROfJOWOIMI
Assistant sports editor

PfOQraisfla pholo
Tha man's basketball team will try to get their first conference win of the
season Saturday against Eastern Illinois. Eastern is 0-6 in OVC play.

Colonels fall 0-3
during road trip
BY

Row JORDAN

Assistant sports editor

The Colonels return home
Saturday after what Head Coach
Travis Ford called one of the toughest stretches of the year. The team
suffered their ninth and 10th losses
of the season, falling 71-60 to
Tennessee-Martin and dropping a
9566 decision to Murray State.
The Murray State game was just
one of those nights." Ford said. "I
don't think you can judge anything
about our team from that game."
The trip began Thursday in
Martin, Tenn. The teams stayed
close during the first half, with
Martin leading 36-32. The teams
remained within sight of each other
until the Skyhawks pulled away with
a 12-2 run beginning with 10:11
remaining. The run ended on a
Jeremy Sargeant jumper with 5:36
remaining, and Eastern trailing by a
63-50 count. The Skyhawks held
onto the lead for the final minutes,
ending up with a 71-60 victory.
Sophomore forward Okechi
Egbe led Martin with 18 points,
and Sargeant added 16 points and
13 rebounds.
Senior guard Lavoris Jerry led
the Colonels in scoring for the
third straight game with 19 points.
Juniors Spanky Parks and Clinton
Sims both added 12, and Richard
Gaston grabbed eight rebounds.
From there, the Colonels
crossed the border back into the
Bluegrass State for a battle with
perennial Ohio Valley Conference
favorite Murray State. The
Racers entered the game with an
uncharacteristic mark of 8-7.
Eastern again was able to hang
with its foe in the first half. The
Colonels entered the intermission
trailing by a 4S36 score. Eastern did
itself no favors, shooting only 35 percent from the field But the Colonels'
biggest loss came with 6:33 left in
the half, when Ford was ejected.
Murray capitalized, outscoring
Eastern 50-30 in the second half, and
running away by a 9566 score.
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Saturday, 8 p.m.
Alumni Golseum

Monday. 7:30 p.m.
Alumni CotMum

The Colonels shooting plummeted to only 25 percent in the second half, while Murray hit for 50
percent. The Racers were led by
junior guard Justin Burdine with 23
points and Spencer with 21. 7-foot
freshman center Andi Hornig
notched a double-double with 10
points and 17 rebounds.
Jerry and Sims each scored 14
points to lead Eastern, and Philip
Taylor recorded six rebounds.
"We're good enough to play in
this league and get wins, we just
need to finish it off," Ford said.
"We went on a tough road
stretch and a tough schedule, period. This team needs more practice
than they need games at this
point," Ford said.
Ford's troops will get that
much-needed practice this week.
They begin a four-game homesland against Eastern Illinois
Saturday at McBrayer Arena. The
Panthers enter the game with a 116 mark. 4-2 in the OVC.
Monday night finds the defending OVC champion Southeast
Missouri State Indians coming to
town. SEMO stands 11-7 overall,
but only 2-4 in OVC play, dropping
conference games to Murray,
Austin Peay, Tennessee Tech and
Eastern Illinois. But SEMO
remains dangerous, with returning
pre-season AD-OVC picks Michael
Stokes and Antonio Short
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Corey Crume shows off skill at East-West Shrine Bowl
BY COREY HAU.

Staff writer

Eastern halfback Corey Crume
participated in the East-West
Shrine Bowl Jan. 13, in San
Francisco's Pacific Bell Park.
Playing against some of the
best seniors in the country,
Crume ran the ball one time for
six yards and had one reception
for two yards.
Crume, who played halfback at
Eastern, was asked to play fullback for this game.
"We had three halfbacks and
only one fullback so the coaches
wanted me to give fullback a try,"

Dishes

Crume said.
Crume's East team came up
short against the West by a final
score of 20-10. Kansas State quarterback Jonathon Beasley earned
game MVP honors by completing
5-10 passes for 117 yards and two
touchdowns.
The annual Shrine Bowl raises
money for Shriners hospitals
across the country. This game
marked the official end of
Crume's college career. Now he
hopes to impress NFL scouts.
Next month, Crume has been
invited to Indianapolis for one of
the biggest tests of his life at the
NFL combine.
•Trophies
•Awards
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There are many terms to
describe intense, aggressive, allout basketball. But while some
teams get "in the zone", and others "lock and load," The Eastern
Lady Colonels play "Larrya Wall
BaB."
"Larrya's a great leader," Head
Coach Larry Joe Inman said. "She's
vocal, and she works extremely
hard. When she talks, people listen."
Wall, a senior forward from
Cecilia, ranks as one of the most
versatile players on the Lady
Colonel squad. She goes into this
weekend's games averaging 8.4
points, three rebounds ana 2.1
assists , along with 23 steals. In
her career, she has played at both
guard and forward positions.
Inman praised her versatility as a
major asset to the team.
"She's versatile, she plays
great D and has a good outside
shot," Inman said. "She's very
valuable to the team."
Wall was an All-State player in
high school at Central Hardin. As
a sophomore at Eastern, she averaged 4.2 points and 2.9 rebounds
a game, and finished third on the
team with 60 assists. But her
claim to fame lay with her
defense. Regarded as the team's
best defensive player, she started
Jamis Qaddrs/Prograss
10 out of 27 games and was
named co-winner of the team's Larrya Was", a senior forward this season, is averaging 8.5 points per game this season for the Lady Colonels.
Most Improved Player Award.
Basketball has at times been a Inman said. "She wanted to be part obstacles to be a part of this team," card. But her contributions don't
painful experience for Wad. Seven of the team."
Inman said. "She was down a bit end there. She remains a positive
games into last season, she twisted
Wall cites her parents. Larry after her knee injury, and she's influence on the bench, constantly
her knee in practice. The injury kept
giving encouragement and supher out tor the remainder of the sea- and Wretha Wall, and her two been on a mission ever since.*
Anyone who has attended a port to her teammates.
son. This marked the second knee older sisters as the biggest influThis is the best team I've been
injury of her career. She was limited ences on her life. A sports man- Lady Colonels game can tell you
to playing eight games as a fresh- agement major, she hopes to that Wall is easy to spot On the with all four years here." Wal said.
man following a knee injury suffered coach basketball on the college court, she's constantly hustling "Everybody gets along, everybody
in high school. Wall, however, level some day. She enjoys work- and working hard. A balanced cares about each other, and we
refused to sit out for the season.
ing at various summer camps.
contributor on offense, her defen- have one goaL and thafs the OVC
"She didn't want to redshirt,"
"Larrya has overcome some sive prowess remains her calling title."

Proud member of the
Colonel Club

m

This combine is very important
because it is the only one where
all teams will be represented."
Crume said. "You go through
medical exams, personal interviews, and pretty much anything
else they want you to do."
Head Coach Roy Kidd feels
Crume is well-prepared for the
combine.
"Corey is in the best shape of
his life, he looks the best I've ever
seen him," Kidd said.
In the combine, players will be
tested in their 40-yard dash speed,
bench press, squat, pass catching
abilities, blocking skills and many
other skills of the scout's choice.
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The scouts will also try to get
to know the player's personally,
which may be even more important to them than what the players
can do on the field based on the
recent bad examples of Ray Lewis
and Rae Carruth, who were both
recently tried and acquitted of
murder.
Crume, a native of Lebanon,
was a first-team Ohio Valley
Conference performer this season. He finished his collegiate
career as the seventh all-time
leading rusher in school history
with 3,124 yards. He scored 36
touchdowns during his four years,
34 rushing and two receiving.
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BLACK HISTORY 2001
at Eastern Kentucky University

Coordinated by the Office of Multicultural Student Services

Thursday, February 1

Thursday, February 15

The ladies of Zeta Phi Beta, Delta Sigma Theta, Alpha

The Office of Student Development, the Milenium

Kappa Alpha and the men of Kappa Alpha Psi wil step

Committee and Woman's Studies is sponsoring the Tmani

ot half time of the EKU vs. Tennessee Tech Womens
Basketbal Game at 5:30 p.m. in Alumni Colesium.

Dance and Drum Company*. There will be a Dance and
Drum workshop at 3:30 pm. in the Brock Audtorium. The

Friday, February 2

traditional African Drum and Dance performance wil be
held in Brock Audtorium at 7:00p.m.

Rnt Week-end is sponsoring comedian's from me "Block
Comedy Tour" a) 8:00 p.m. in Brock Audtorium.

Wednesday, February 21
The Office of Multicultural Student Services is sponsoring a

NPHC & the Office of Multicultural Student Services will
^omora Jwiw in Weaver Gym at 1G80 pm • 2:00dm

Black Professionals Seminar. Black Professionals will come
and share. »mo they are. What they dol, and The journey
that it has taken them to reach this point in their Eves, and

Saturday, February 3
The ladies of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. will step at he*
time of the EKU vs. Tennessee Tech Mens Basketball Game
at 7:30pm in the Alumni Colesium

Sunday, February 4

What opportunities are there for young Black professional's
in their field! 7:30pm in the Kermamer room of the Powell

building.

Sunday, February 25
The Office of Multicultural Student Services wil sponsor
the 2000/2001 African-American Achievement Banquet at

The Office of Multicultural Student Services and the EKU

3:00 pm. in the Keen-Johnson Building. This afternoon

Library is sponsoring the African American Read In at 4:00pm

program will honor students, faculty and staff members.

in the lobby of the Powell Building Students, faculty and staff
ore welcome to come and read a poem, short story or other
work by an African American author.

Tuesday, February 27
The Office of Multicultural Student Services wil sponsor
guest speaker Dr. Gerald Smith. He will speak on the 'Civil

Tuesday, February 13

Rights Movement in Kentucky' at 7:00pm in the Kenamer
Room of the Powell Building.

A Black Student Forum will be held in the Joggers

Wednesday, February 28

of the Powell Building at 9:00pm Come voice your

The Office of Multicultural Student Services and Career

opinion on issues of concern to Black Students.

Services will co-sponsor the spring Job Fair at 2:00pm6:00pm the in Keen-Johnson building.

18 Powell Building, Eastern Kentucky University (859) 622-3205

22-28. 2001
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PERSONALITY PROFILES

By Yasmin Tabi

The 2001 Winter X Games
Since its inception in 1995. the Extreme Games competition has been a highly anticipated event for both competitors and spectators.
Sports giant ESPN sponsors the yearly event, now known as the X Games, and provides a venue for athletes once considered to be
unworthy of widely broadcast international competitions.
This year more than 350 athletes will go for the gold at Mt. Snow, Vermont. Feb. 1 -4. The X Games features competitions like
BoarderX, Slopestyle, Superpipe, SkierX. Ski Boarding. Snow Mountain Biking. Snowmobile Snocross and more bone-jarring, blood pumping events. The Games will be televised from Feb. 2-6 on ESPN. ESPN2 and ABC. Last year the X Games drew more than 80.000 to
southern Vermont, and more than 20 million television viewers tuned in to check out this collection of young, dedicated, and fearless participants. Steamtunneh had a chance to talk to a few athletes in this year's games.

April

Skoaen

Pro Boarder and Mountain Biker
Age: 25
Home base: Big Bear Lake. Calif.
Accomplishments: 1999 1st Place in American Snowboard Tour
Boarder Cross in Bear Mountain. Calif.; 1999 1 st Place in downhill snowbiking at the Boarder Cross/Moto Cross Competition in
Mammoth Lakes. Calif.; 2000. 9th Place in Snowboarder Cross
in the Winter X Games.
April Lawyer is more than just a pro boarder, she's a renaissance woman with lots to offer. At 15 she began snowboarding.
and at 20 she added mountain biking to her repertory.
Competing in Big Air, Slopestyle and Boarder Cross has given
her a competitive edge that should serve her well at Mt. Snow.
"I was born on April Fool's Day so my whole life is a joke,"
quips Lawyer. Also known as "Apes," the Californian is a pro
boarder, mountain biker, and all-around stuntwoman. April has
been competing since 1997 in the X Games for snowboarding
and snowbiking. as well as the Swatch World Cup Boardercross
Tour, the Mammoth Boardercross and Motocross, and the Norba
National Series, all highly regarded events in the pro world.
April trains relentlessly, combining snowboarding with grueling sessions in the gym and on her mountain bike, which, she
says, "compliments my snowboarding because it keeps me from
getting burned out."
Advice: "Put a beat to what you're doing. I visualize what I want
to do and then put a beat to it from a song I like, then I find
that I'm relaxed and I perform well."
Future plans: "Sometimes I think
I'd like to settle down, but then
I'm home for a month and I go
crazy!"
Influences: Boarders
Barrett Christy and Leslie
Olsen, who have helped
pave the way for other
women riders.
In her CD player:
The Deftones.
Side project: Mavenn,
her own fashion line
for active men and
women, will be making
its debut shortly. •
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Former Slopestyle Boarder turned Pro Big Air Skier
Age: 22
Home base: Olympic Valley, Calif.
Accomplishments: 1st in 2000 Core Games. Big Air Discipline, in
Japan
After three years of full time snowboarding Skogen Sprang
went back to his childhood sport, skiing, and has become one of
the most innovative sportsmen in the industry. Perhaps best
known for the "skodeo." a combination rodeo-flatspin 540 trick,
Skogen's skiing style pushes the limits and introduces new tricks
and ski prototypes (most recently the 176cm twin tip ski for park,
halfpipe. and all mountain skiing). Sponsored by Line, Skogen has
been skiing for 18 years, and though he loved snowboarding and
attributes his ability to pull off crazy tricks on skis to the sport, he
feels most attuned to skiing, and plans to spend the next year
focusing more on back-country skills. When he's not on the
mountain, Skogen weight trains, skateboards, and messes around
on the trampoline. In the summer he extends his activities to
motocrossing and mountain biking, as well as swimming. "They all
add to your athleticism in different ways—you can apply skills
from one sport to another, especially speed and agility." His growing fame and talent has led him to do other cool things like writing short pieces for Freeze magazine (a skier mag), and working
with Line Skis. Look for Skogen in the Big Air competition, and if
you're lucky you'll catch a "skodeo" in action. •
More on page 4
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unworthy of widely broadcast international competitions.
This year more than 550 athletes will go for the gold at Mt. Snow, Vermont, Feb. 1 -4. The X Games features competitions like
BoarderX, Slopestyle, Superpipe, SkierX, Ski Boarding, Snow Mountain Biking, Snowmobile Snocross and more bone-jarring, blood pumping events. The Games will be televised from Feb. 2-6 on ESPN, ESPN2 and ABC. Last year the X Games drew more than 80,000 to
southern Vermont, and more than 20 million television viewers tuned in to check out this collection of young, dedicated, and fearless par• ticipants. Steamtunnels had a chance to talk to a few athletes in this year's games.
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Age: 25
Home base: Big Bear Lake, Calif.
Accomplishments: 1999 1st Place in American Snowboard Tour
Boarder Cross in Bear Mountain. Calif.; 1999 1 st Place in downhill snowbiking at the Boarder Cross/Moto Cross Competition in
Mammoth Lakes, Calif.; 2000. 9th Place in Snowboarder Cross
in the Winter X Games.
April Lawyer is more than just a pro boarder, she's a renaissance woman with lots to offer. At 15 she began snowboarding,
and at 20 she added mountain biking to her repertory.
Competing in Big Air, Slopestyle and Boarder Cross has given
her a competitive edge that should serve her well at Mt. Snow.
"I was born on April Fool's Day so my whole life is a joke,"
quips Lawyer. Also known as "Apes," the Californian is a pro
boarder, mountain biker, and all-around stuntwoman. April has
been competing since 1997 in the X Games for snowboarding
and snowbiking. as well as the Swatch World Cup Boardercross
Tour, the Mammoth Boardercross and Motocross. and the Norba
National Series, all highly regarded events in the pro world.
April trains relentlessly, combining snowboarding with grueling sessions in the gym and on her mountain bike, which, she
says, "compliments my snowboarding because it keeps me from
getting burned out."
Advice: "Put a beat to what you're doing. I visualize what I want
to do and then put a beat to it from a song I like, then I find
that I'm relaxed and I perform well."
Future plans: "Sometimes I think
I'd like to settle down, but then
I'm home for a month and I go
crazy!"
Influences: Boarders
Barrett Christy and Leslie
Olsen, who have helped
pave the way for other
women riders.
In her CD player:
The Deftones.
Side project: Mavenn,
her own fashion line
for active men and
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Former Slopestyle Boarder turned Pro Big Air Skier
Age: 22
Home base: Olympic Valley, Calif.
Accomplishments: 1st in 2000 Core Games. Big Air Discipline, in
Japan
After three years of full time snowboarding Skogen Sprang
went back to his childhood sport, skiing, and has become one of
the most innovative sportsmen in the industry. Perhaps best
known for the "skodeo," a combination rodeo-flatspin 540 trick,
Skogen's skiing style pushes the limits and introduces new tricks
and ski prototypes (most recently the 176cm twin tip ski for park,
halfpipe. and all mountain skiing). Sponsored by Line, Skogen has
been skiing for 18 years, and though he loved snowboarding and
attributes his ability to pull off crazy tricks on skis to the sport, he
feels most attuned to skiing, and plans to spend the next year
focusing more on back-country skills. When he's not on the
mountain, Skogen weight trains, skateboards, and messes around
on the trampoline. In the summer he extends his activities to
motocrossing and mountain biking, as well as swimming. "They all
add to your athleticism in different ways—you can apply skills
from one sport to another, especially speed and agility." His growing fame and talent has led him to do other cool things like writing short pieces for Freeze magazine (a skier mag), and working
with Line Skis. Look for Skogen in the Big Air competition, and if
you're lucky you'll catch a "skodeo" in action. •
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Welcome back to school and to Steamtunnels magazine. Steamtunnels is now inserted in 275 college newspapers across the country, with a total circulation of well
over 2 million readers.
Our web site, steamtunnels.net. is growing as well. In addition to enhancing the
magazine with additional in-depth stories, guides and downloads, and lots of new web
reviews, the site also has message boards, a daily news feed, local campus events and
links to your college hot spots. We will be adding even more features shortly.
When visiting our site, don't forget to register to win a trip to the )im Russell Race
Car Driving School this spring. Two lucky winners will be sent on an all-expenses paid
adventure to Sonoma, Calif, to learn how to drive like a pro on a real Nascar track.
Your feedback is important and always welcome—if there are some features we
don't have and you would like, tells us about them—send your comments and suggestions to editor@steamtunnels.net. We will respond.
Robert Desmond
Editor-in-Chief

MEET THE STAFF

Alice Hill

Brett Catlin

Technology
Columnist

Intern

Steamtunnels welcomes
technology columnist Alice
Hill in this issue. Alice's column on technology trends (and pseudo-trends) will
appear in every other issue of the magazine (see page 9). Alice is a veteran tech
journalist: at CNET she was editorial
director, and wrote a regular column with
over 2 million readers. While at CNET she
also launched gamecenter.com and other
web projects.
Prior to that she was at Ziff-Davis,
where she was the first female tech editor.
She's also had stints in corporate America
at Arthur Andersen and Soros Fund, and is
currently a vice president at ecommerce
home store cornerhardware.com.
College: Sarah Lawrence. B.A. Journalism,
1987; Oxford (Wadham College)
Favorite web sites: CNET.com,
ZDNet.com. SlashDot.org.
PlanetQuake.com, Salon.com,
lnside.com, Suck.com

advertising0steamtunnels.net
Web Development
37A 29th Street
San Francisco. CA 94110
tel (415)401 -1560
fax (415) 206-1409
Email: You can send email to any Steamtunnels staff
member by typing the person's First initial and last
name, followed by 0steamtunnels.net.

Hobbies: Building PCs. Wireless anything.
Italian scooters
For fun: Multiplayer Age of Empires, fast
scooter riding

ON THE
COVER

Brett has worked in our
Boston office since last
summer, doing everything
from working on the local web sites to
guerrilla marketing at back-to-school
events. He s a senior at Boston University,
where he's getting a B.S. in Business
Administration, and is also the Vice
President of the local chapter of the Zeta
Beta Tau fraternity. A native of the
Cheese State, he prefers cheddar and is a
Creen Bay Packers fan—of course.
Hometown: Appleton. Wl
Major: Finance, with an International
Relations minor
Favorite city: Grenada. Spain
Worst job: Manufactured huge light-up
plastic pumpkins at a factory in
Wisconsin
Hobbies: Running, biking, cooking, fine
wine
Best wine: Bedford-Thompson Zinfandel
Favorite web sites: fedex.com (he mails
a lot of packages), steamtunnels.net,
zbtbu.com
Favorite food: Grilled swordfish
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Pro Snowboarder
Age: 22
Home base: Mammoth Lakes. Calif.
Accomplishments: 1999 American Snowboard Tour Overall Halfpipe Competition. In
'99 Matt came in 5th in the Vegetate Competition, an event that benefits a wildflower
re-vegetation program in Mt. Hood Meadows. Oregon.
"Dirty Jersey" Kass, who's sponsored by )oyride, is another rising star in the world of
snowboarding, and this year he'll tackle the half-pipe at the X Games. Originally from
New Jersey. Kass relocated to California three years ago. His boarding back east included
competitions like the Mid-Atlantic Snowboarding Series, his favorite event, in which he
and his fellow 15- and 16-year-old buddies would ride against each other. Going out on
the slopes is not just practice, it's a way of life for Kass, who loves to skateboard as much
snowboard—that's what you'll find him doing all summer. If Kass had his way. the world
would consist of nothing but snow covered mountains and skate ramps. Recently named
team manager for Mission Six. Matt is his known for his energy and extreme performance
level in the pipe, where he effortlessly busts out big tricks like monster side airs.
Favorite web site: transworldsnowboarding.com •

Aaron
Pro Snowboarder
Age: 24
Home base: Mammoth Lakes, Calif.
Accomplishments: 1999 1st place in the Vegetate Slopestyle competition,
Mt. Hood Meadows, Oregon; 1999 2nd place in the Cuervo Quarterpipe competition. Tahoe. Calif.
Bishop, who is also sponsored by Joyride. is very much the Zen rider, relying on
both mental and physical skills to increase his talents He's been at it since 1997. when he
came in 10th in the halfpipe competition at the X-NIX U.S. Championships at
Mammoth/June Mountain. So far his favorite event is the Cuervo Quarterpipe Competition
in which he's placed 7th and 2nd—look for him in the Big Air competitions this year.
In the summertime Aaron is usually cross training and perfecting his skills as a cook,
but this past summer he traveled in Europe with his Norwegian girlfriend. When he's not
catching huge air. Aaron's surfing or skating, both of which he says improve his riding skills.
If he wasn't competing. Bishop says he'd be doing volunteer work for kids or DJing.
In his CD player: "Anything drum n' bass, reggae roots, tribal drumming or digital."
Advice: "Stay true to yourself and never give up." •

find the

For more X Games info, go to steamtunnels.net
and search using keywords "X Games."
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Scanner mixes cell phone conversations and ambient
sounds to create a unique musical experience.

dr. Greg Zobel

Since 1992 Robin Rimbaud has walked a unique artistic path: He
uses surveillance technology to create intriguing art and entertainment. His most noted works consist of musical pieces built out
of scanned snippets of telephone dialogue, hence his moniker
"Scanner." Scanner listens to the airwaves and records the most
interesting conversations, edits out any identifying information (like
last names, addresses and phone numbers), and mutates the voice
so that the original speaker is not identifiable. Thus while the
speakers become anonymous, their passions, interests, sentiments
and conversations become
very public. Scanner has
released albums every
year since 1992: Spore
(1995). Sulpher( 1996)
and The Quick and the
Dead (2000) are some of
the best known.
Most people regard their phone conversations as private and
privileged. Given the powerful surveillance technology available on
the market—and the proliferation of cellular phones and their use
in public spaces—this is clearly an illusion. How private is an argument when it takes place in a restaurant? About as private as cell
phone calls made in public. Fortunately for the public Rimbaud is

more interested in entertainment and education about sound and
technology than he is about blackmail or invading our privacy.
Scanner is constantly exploring new ideas, media and approaches to technology. Unlike many artists who become fixated with a
specific path or vision, he applies new developments as fast as they
arise. A visit to one of his web sites does not reveal the average
tedium of band gigs, news and boring pictures. Rather you can listen to samples, experience how he sees the Internet as a practical
art form and learn about the mind that will gladly turn your phone
calls into art. Check out scanner
dot.com. scanncrtonne.co.uk and
massobservation.co.uk.
Recently Scanner's been working on art installations and museum presentations. His most interesting piece was based on the
nursery rhyme "London Bridge's Falling Down." Following the route
laid out by the rhyme. Scanner walked and recorded the conversations and sounds found along that path. He also took photographs. After recording many hours of sounds he created a soundtrack. The next step was to fill a double decker tour bus with
tourists and play them the "sounds of London Bridge" while driving
them along the route. Surveillance, sampling, interactive sculpture,
nursery rhymes and a tour all combined into one experience.
Rimbaud's experiments and art are garnering international interest. In November 2000 he went on a seven-day tour of Europe.
America and Australia that combined art installations, lectures and
live performances. •

While the speakers become anonymous,
their passions, interests, sentiments and
conversations become very public.
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A Kinder, Gentler Shaggy? You bet.
Steamtunnels talks to the dancehall king about his hit CD Hot Shot.
By Thomas Gibson
Shaggy, the Jamaican born. U.S.-bred
dancehall king, has come out of a twoyear hibernation reflecting on his unexpected
popularity with a sizzling new album, Hot
Shot (MCA).
Though he has lived his entire adult life
in the U.S., Shaggy's roots are in Kingston.
Jamaica, where he was born Orville Richard
Burrell on October 22. 1968. As a kid, his
friends nicknamed him "Shaggy" after the
cartoon character on "Scooby Doo." Music
was his passion, even as a boy growing up on
the island nation.
"Reggae isn't a radio format in Jamaica."
he says. "They just play what they want, so
my influences range from ska. dancehall and
rock steady to soca and R&B."
Shaggy began pursuing a musical career
when he moved to Brooklyn. NY at the age
of 18. He got a major boost when "Mampie"
and "Big Up," both hard-core Shaggy dancehall tracks, hit # 1 on the New York reggae
charts. After a frustrating year of trying to
find more work. Shaggy finally joined the
U.S. Marines in 1988. A few years later, he
found himself in the Iraqi desert fighting in
the Gulf War.
"War is ugly." Shaggy says. "It had a big
impact on me, in terms of appreciating life.
When I got out I decided, "This is it, I'm taking my music to the heights." And so he did
with Hot Shot, which has soared up the reggae charts.
In its thirteen tracks, Hot Shot proves
that Shaggy is a master of many styles—

from reggae and
dancehall to
pop/R&B—a talent
that makes his discs
happy hunting
grounds for every
kind of music fan.
Hot Shot came
out back in August,
and the first track
released—"It
Wasn't Me"—a
catchy, yet melancholy tune featuring Ricardo
"RikRok" Ducent.
propelled the CD
to gold status.
"I want my
songs to tell a story,
to be funny and fun
at the same time."
says Shaggy, who is
known for his sexually provocative
lyrics and head bouncing beats. "This album
is a rollercoaster ride. I wanted to show many
different sides of my musical personality,"
Shaggy adds.
"I always want to make different styles of
music. We try to evolve at the end of the day.
I've always strived to be best; we make music
to make music." Shaggy's music has always
been far reaching. His first single, "Oh
Carolina," became a sensation in the U.K., but
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The return of the Steamtunnels 24-hour
live deejay broadcast. A seamless mix
of funky house, crunchy techno and

jd//y trip-hop. Join us on a rhythmic trip...
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it was "Boombastic" that gave American audiences their first dose of the singsong master.
Currently, Shaggy is on the back end of a
two-month concert tour, but he says he loves
the adventure of spreading his music to far
away lands and cherishes the excitement
from his fans.
"If you don't know me yet, come to a
Shaggy concert. I guarantee, when you leave,
you'll be a Shaggy fan." he promises. •

it real
By Dave Doyle
re you ready for some football-in

have to run or pass for a conversion. Teams

February? Vince McMahon hopes you

will have 35 seconds to get the next play

are. The man who made the World Wrestling

started, as opposed to 45 in the NFL. And

Federation a ratings and marketing bonanza

the league will offer a progressive pay scale.

by selling sex and fabricated violence to

All players will make a base salary of $35-

young adults is hoping to lure the same audi-

S 50.000. But players will be awarded a

ence to his new football league, the XFL.

bonus of $2,500 per win. and a bonus of

On the surface, it would

$25,000 will go to the members of
the XFL championship team.

appear the odds are

The league will

stacked against

undoubtedly feature

McMahon's ven

the sort of violence

ture, which will

that made the

kick off its

WWF famous.

inaugural

Fair catches on

season on

punts will not

Feb. 3.

be allowed.

Football fans

Quarterbacks will

have consistent

not be allowed to

ly rejected products

slide to safety when

they found to be inferi-

scrambling. And head slaps

or to the National Football
League, like the United States Football
League in the 1980s. And the XFL's season

'We're here to have
fun. That's what
we do for a living.
Football is fun."

will be legal.

sidelines. And in the huddles. And the XFL
seems to be spending more time hyping its
cheerleaders than actual play on the field.
Casting calls and tryouts have been held in
each of the league's eight cities—New York.
Los Angeles. Chicago, San Francisco, Las

Off the field, fans can expect the some of

Vegas, Memphis. Birmingham and Orlando.

starts right after the NFL's Super Bowl, when

the same storyline antics that have turned

conventional wisdom has it that football fans

McMahon's wrestling shows. "Raw is War"

question—is it real? After all. this league is

and "Smackdown," into ratings successes.

the brainchild of man who made a life out of

Just like the "Smackdown" camera will conve-

manipulating a staged athletic competition.

would have their fill of the product for awhile.
But McMahon has never been one to lis-

But all the gimmickry leads to a natural

niently follow Stone Cold Steve Austin into

McMahon understands the doubts, but is

the dressing room just as he is about to

emphatic about the XFL. "It is real football.'

moter to take his product national in 1984.

attack someone, the XFL camera crew will be

he said. •

back when the pseudo-sport was considered

allowed into the locker rooms. And on the

ten to conventional wisdom. He created his
wrestling empire by becoming the first pro-

a purely regional attraction. He pioneered
pay-per-view when few thought there was
money to be made. And he brought wrestling
back to network television.
So McMahon certainly isn't going to let

2001 XFL Schedule
Week 1

Week 3

the naysayers get in the way of his attempts

NY/NJ Hitmen " Las Vegas Outlaws

SF Demons B Memphis Maniax

to put together a football league. The audi-

s.u i..|) 5. 8pm

ence gets it." McMahon said in a recent

Chicago Enforcers >' Orlando Rage

LA Xtreme V Las Vegas Outlaws

press conference. "We're here to have fun.

Sat. Feb. 3. 8pm

si' Feb

That's what we do for a living. Football is fun.

Memphis Maniax 0 Birmingham Bolts

Chicago Enforcers V Birmingham Bolts

It's a great game."
Unlike the ill-fated USFL. McMahon has

Sun Feh 4, IM

Sun Feb 18 4pm

LA Xtreme 9 San Francisco Demons

Orlando Rage •' NY/N) Hitmen

no pretense about being able to compete

Sun Feb 4. 4pm

with the NFL's level of on-field play. "When

Week 2

Week 4

Chicago Enforcers i LA Xtreme

NY/Nj Hitmen 9 Chicago Enforcers

S.it Feb 10, 8pm
SF Demons 0 Orlando Rage

S.u Feb 24 8pm
Birmingham Bolts

S.it Feb I0. 8pm

Sal Feb 24 Spin

Birmingham Bolts 9> NY/N) Hitmen

Las Vegas Outlaws " SF Demons

you think of the number of players in
Division I football who start and who never
have the opportunity to try out for an NFL
team...|it's] a huge number of quality players," said McMahon.
Instead, McMahon is hoping to find an
audience for the XFL with trappings that
run the gamut from innovation to flat-out

eb IZ IBA

eb. IS. 7pm

Sun. Feb II. 7pm

Orlando Rage

4pm

Sun Feb. II . 4pm
Las Vegas Outlaws

i ' 8pm

I Memphis Maniaa

Memphis Maniax

' LA Xtreme

Sun Feb 25 7pm

gimmickry.
Unlike the NFL. the XFL. which will air on

For the complete schedule, visit

NBC and UPN, will not allow point-after

Steamtunnels.net.

touchdown kicks—the scoring team will
Pholoi «xirta)r "ft

steamtunnels.net
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SPORTS

Online training and sports sites
You can't spend all your time on the slopes or playing
games—too bad. So when you're not outdoors doing what
you like best, visit these sites for web-based updates and more.

Enazsasa

The place to go when you
break down. Sportcare has
over 1000 team physicians
and sports medicine specialists onboard. Although they
have some tips on training,
the focus is identifying what
injury you've managed to get,
and what to do about it.

Home of the Barking Bear Forums—chat rooms for ski fanatics.
People really use these forums—all of them had hundreds (sometimes thousands) of hits, and were all active every day. Great classifieds to buy/sell used gear.
For skiers, not boarders.

B\ f mile Aiulu-

with loads of discussion
about games, practicing and
especially, getting an edge on
opponents.
allprotraining.com
This site has information and tips from
professional coaches. Great information
on nutrition, training techniques and special skills. Aimed at improving all athletes.
APT is easy to use, pleasant to navigate.
www.lejrn sports
Concentrates on skiing, running tennis, coaching
water sports and golf. Most interesting cross training tip: Doing tai chi to improve your skiing. •
For fitness sites, online personal trainers and workout tips go
to steamtunnels.net and search using keyword "fitness."

snowboardnetwork.com
Boarder's delight: News,
updates, competitions, classifieds. Best feature: Boarder
of the week awards, with
interviews that are archived
so you can go back and
read them all. Check out "Snow Rules," too, the white powdery
online version of "Road Rules." featuring the on-camera antics of
pro boarders.
' According to the league XFL
boealps.org/skitips.html
If you've got a sense of humor about the foibles of ski season (or
you want to develop one), take a quick visit to this site for ski self
deprecation.
adventuresports.com
To complement your interest in team sports, go to
adventuresports. Here you
can get the online lowdown
on hiking, rafting, cycling,
climbing and other individual activities. Has special
sections for preseason
training, to get you ready for ski season. Great guides to ski
adventures and eco-tours worldwide.

1

1

for teams that win. The win-

The inaugural XFL

ner of each game will share a

Championship Game is on

$100,000 bonus. There are

April 21, 2001.

bonuses for teams that make

Average ticket price is
around $25.

1

The XFL will use players who
normally would play for the
CFL. NFL Europe and the
Arena League.
The XFL contract is six
months, with a league option
for an additional year.

mflllMWilJ

Training camps will run from

A community of college and
pro teams that shares training
information, pregame rituals
and summer training camp
information. The message
boards have incredible traffic,

Jan. 2 until Jan. 28.

8 steamtunnels.net

• There will also be incentives

doesn't stand for anything.

the playoffs, and a $ 1 million bonus for the championship team.
• There are eight teams; they
play ten games.
• Each team will carry 70 players into training camp. Final
rosters will have 38 active
players and 7 practice squad
players.

For profiles of each XFL team, go to steamtunnels.net and
search using keyword "XFL."
Sourer: XFLcom and xflboord.com

Are Cell Phones Killing Us?
The real word on radiation data.
By Alice Hill
» 1 #hen I lived in New York, I would reguW larly see a woman camped in front of
my subway station wearing a bulging ski
cap easily twice the size of her head. A
report on the local news one night
explained this mystery—something called
"foil heads." According the report, people
like the woman I saw believed that surrounding the head with aluminum
foil would protect them from
harmful radiation they could
feel piercing their brains from
nearby TV stations and radio
antennas.
Because of the hysteria
surrounding cell phone radiAll call phones made
today fall under
acceptable levels of
radiation providing
you do not hold them
against your brain for
over an hour.
ation. I do believe that some
people are just about to resort
to aluminum foil again. Are we
in danger when we use our cell
phones, or is fearing radiation
as crazy as packing a ski cap
with foil?
Just the Facts
Here's what we do know. Cell
phones produce radiofrequency

radiation (RF) in the microwave band. At
high levels, this can cause biological damage from the heat produced—much like a
microwave oven. What we don't know is
whether or not damage occurs at very low
RF levels.
In 2000 the FCC created a measurement called Specific Absorption Rate (SAR)
to give consumers data on the radiation
levels their phones produce. You can look
up your own phone's rating at the mobile
search engine: domode.com. All three of
the government agencies studying cell
phone safety (the Federal Communications
Commission, the Food and Drug
Administration and the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration), as
well as the Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers, have concluded
that all cell phones made today fall
under acceptable levels of radiation—
providing you do not hold them
against your brain for over an hour.
As a precaution the FDA recommends two tips: Use a mobile phone
with an antenna that is located outside the
car, or a headset with a remote antenna to
a mobile phone carried at the waist (a complete FCC guide to RF Safety can be found
at fcc.gov/oet/rfsafety). Continuous talk
time seems to be the biggest threat, so
keep your calls under an hour and get a
headset. It looks a lot better under a ski
cap anyway. •

Hang Up and Drive
Radiation from cell phones might not kill
you. bui driving and talking could. Collision
nsk increases fourfold when ,i cell phone is
used while driving It you need to use youi
phone while driving, lollow these safety ii|>s
to minimize the risks:
I . When possible, pull OVd to the side ol

the road and put on youi hazard lights
before you plat e .1 < .ill
2. II you have to use youi phone m traffic,
use ,i hands free device so both hands
can remain on the wheel Although
hands free phones can t eliminate the
most hazardous distraction the phone
conversation itself they do minimize
the nsk ,isso< i,iied with dialing.
'i Avoid emotional or intense phone ion
versations. If you must t.ilk on the phone
while you drive, keep the i .ills short and
to thi' point

4. Oil when there's no oihei traffk around,
Dnveis on the phone lend lo pay li'ss

attention to speed and I.me maintenance.
'> be aware th.it phone conversations are
distracting you nefd to adjust youi use
ol tin1 phone to accommodate that,
Drivers on the phone tend to p.iy li'ss
attention to speed and I.me maintenance
When you m.ike .1 c.ill about .) ro.)d
emergency or accident, remembei th.it
rubbernei king often leads to i ongestion
<md dnvei distraction, so adjust your
driving ,i<<ordingly.
1 ,n s . inn Ad.i|il.'(l Ircim
(,nvi|i|i n,ili.in.il \S M . p.n l
displ.iv&tl
features dnvenow dnvenow indea i"i|»l
(.IISIIIIM

GADGETS

High-Tech Toys: Better Living Through Technology By)aneKm
Creative Labs Video Blaster Web Cam Co Plus ($149.99)
The Creative Labs team has come up with a web
cam with all the perks: The Co Plus allows you to
videoconference, send full-motion video
i e-mail, and create eye-catching multime
dia web sites. The best part is that it
doubles as a full-color digital camera and
digital voice recorder—so when you're on the
go. you can capture precious moments and create
photos that literally talk (creativelabs.com).
Ionic Breeze Car Air Purifier ($59.95)
Stop trying to cover up lingering cigarette
smoke and the stink of sweaty sports equipment in your car. It's time to toss that cardboard dangly thing and opt for something that

works. The electrostatic Ionic Breeze promises to purify and decootify even the stuffiest of cars by trapping odors and neutralizing
the air. Even cooler—its blinking red lights simulate a
car alarm to scare off those prowling car-jackers
(sharperimage.com).
Motorola V2282 (starts at S99)
Listen to your favorite tunes and get your call
with Motorola's FM Radio Phone. The V2282 is
single-band, and its built-in microbrowser
allows you to access the Internet. It
comes with stereo headphones |
and a hands-free mike so
you can browse the stations
in between and during calls
(motorola.com).
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Special Feature: A Healthy You

ACADEMIC

Health sites for men and women on the web.

Quickmath

By Tamar Maor
Welcome to the era of health and
fitness. If you're not concerned
about what you're eating or how you
look, you're certainly an exception in the

natives to prescription drugs, and Her
Health Online provides a helpful guide
for current options.
Women.com's health section

modern world. Lace up your running

(women.com/health) is another excel-

shoes and prepare for a jog through the

lent site. The site manages to cover the

world of health on the web.

topics of medicine, alternative medicine,

For men concerned about looking
their finest, a great place to begin is

aging and nutrition with fun tools like a

quickmath com
If you're looking for an easy way to do math
homework, this is it. Quickmath.com solves problems for most high school and college courses
including algebra, equations, inequalities, calculus and matrices. Plug in a problem (I tried an
equation from a college algebra text) and get
the answer. Additionally (no pun intended!), the
help section is quite extensive.
Content: B+ Usability: B

workout planner and virtual spa.

Cuyville's (guyville.com) health section.

Women.com also offers instructions on

The Philosophical Gourmet Report

You can choose from three subsections

breast self-exams or a heart-disease risk-

of fitness, hair loss or well being. The fit-

assessment procedures.

blackwellpubhshers co uk/Gourmet
This web site is an essential resource for philosophy students considering graduate work. The
site ranks grad schools in philosophy based
on the opinion of academic philosophers, and
further refines this data by ranking schools in
each area of philosophy, so you can see exactly
where schools stack up in subjects you want to
study. The report may be a bit long, but that
shouldn't matter if you're planning on spending
several years of your life at grad school!
Content: A- Usability: A

ness section has an extensive guide for

Are the men that were reading this

exercising various body parts, while the

article getting a little bored? Try heading

well-being section

over to POP! The First

addresses symp-

Human Male Pregnancy

toms, explana-

(malepregnancy.com).

tions, and treat-

It's a little hard to

ments for medical

determine if Mr. Lee, the

conditions. The

man who volunteered to

rest of the site has

be implanted with an

helpful information

embryo, is in fact real. If

on sports, style,

true, this site is truly

work, gadgets, and

amazing; if not. it's defi-

the ever-important

nitely entertaining.

woman.

If wacky anti-evolu-

There are a couple of magazines that

tion experiments scare

maintain articles from previous issues on

you, get back on track

their web site. Men's Journal

with some general health sites. Set your

(mensjournal.com) has a health and fit-

browser to OnHealth (onhealth.com)

ness section that lists about 25 articles

where you can find health info for men,

on anything from power toothbrushes

women and children. The site has a

to Brazilian jiu-jitsu. Men's Health maga-

well-organized index including a library,

zine (menshealth.com) also has

community

excerpts from past issues on their site

chat and shop-

in addition to current articles. The site

ping for the

offers daily tips, contests, news, fea-

items they rec-

tures and toys and tools that you can

ommend in

use to help you on
your way to becoming a fitness guru.
The list of sites

their articles.
Another broad site is RealAge.com
(realage.com). It's oriented more toward
traditional medicine: Users get specific

on women's health

health information after answering a

never ends, but sever-

questionnaire on a topic (such as "cold

al stand out. Her

and flu"), making the information person-

Health Online (her

alized to your ailment.

health.com) is a

Worn out from all this running

holistic medicine site

around finding health-related web sites?

that is extremely

Why not try a little stretching and yoga

informative and very

to wind down. •

well organized. Many
people are now looking for natural alter-
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ArtServe
rubens.anu.edu au
This site is for art history majors looking for
anything from online Botticelli pictures to web
books on ancient Roman and Creek cities—
there are over 130,000 archived images as well
as manuscripts, criticism, and historical texts.
The material ranges from photographs of
ancient Creek art, to modern artists such as
Custav Klimt. Architecture students also can
find some historical texts here. The information
offered is useful to students interested in all
aspects of art history, although the pictures
could be larger.
Content: B+ Usability: A

DIVERSITY
Latino
Latino com
This portal and community site for the Latino
community has two parts: LatinoLink is a community site that allows Latinos from around the
country to meet, chat, and post on message
boards. Latino.com is a portal with editorial,
news, shopping and advice, all with a Latino
emphasis. The site has special sections for education, technology—with links for bilingual tech
help—immigration, sports, and music and entertainment. The entire content is available in both
Spanish and English.
Content: B Usability: A

Editor's pick

Queendom

Mountain Zone

queendom.com
If you love taking those magazine quizzes that
predict your career successes, analyze your
chances of getting married or tell you what kind
of person you are, then take heart—Queendom
is a never ending source of soul searching,
quizzes. They have everything from a romance

Mountainzone.com
If you are a skier, biker, hiker, climber, adventurer, or
just interested in any of these sports, you should
bookmark mountainzone.com. It's a cross between a ezine, a shopping mall, and a news site, with first person
testimonial from hardcore adventure racers, excellent
streaming video from Quokka.com, snow reports, competition schedules, radio, photography galleries and
more. And of course—there's gear. Shop for everything
from crampons to Leatherman tools, all at competitive
prices. As their motto states: "Live vicariously through
MountainZone."
Content: A Usability: A

personality test to a verbal IQ assessment
included in their stock of over 180 different tests
to choose from. You can also check out the
"mental workout room" which is chock full of
brainteasers and logic problems guaranteed to
keep you thinking for hours.
Content: B Usability: A

Stickdeath

Arts and Letters Daily

stickdeath.com
Nothing appeals to our animal (male!1) instincts
more than blood curdling carnage. But gladiatorial confrontation leads to inevitable human casualties, and nobody would show that on the
Internet. Enter Stickdeath.com. a site aimed at
our most repulsive craving for slaughter without
leaving so much as a drop of blood behind. A
hybrid of MTV's "Celebrity Deathmatch," "Mr.
Bill," and "WWF Smackdown." Stickdeath.com
offers a library of animated shorts in which stick
figures come to the most gruesome, untimely,
and conscience-jarring ends imaginable. It's
remarkable that nobody was hurt in the making
of these cartoons, with their imaginative plots
and impressive graphics.
Content: A- Usability: B

cybereditions.com/aldaily
Arts and Letters Daily is one of the most intellectually interesting sites on the Net. It works like
the Drudge Report, but for culturally minded
people—every day the editors link to the most
interesting articles on the Net on topics such as
book reviews, philosophy, art criticism, and curKent affairs. Definitely one to bookmark.
Content: A Usability: A-

CULTURE
San Francisco Museum of Modern Art
sfmoma.org
Some of the most innovative art work created
these days cant be seen in a museum, which is
why San Francisco's modern art museum created
this site. Many artists are now using web design
as their media and some of the best results are
featured on this page. A lot of the artwork is
extraordinary, combining visual images, audio,
and texts. For a rainy day when you don't feel
like getting out of bed. take a trip to this virtual
museum instead.
Content: B+ Usability: B

SHOPPING
College Depot
collegedepot.com
Hate going to malls? Do you really prefer to
barter? Collegedepot.com is your one-stop college shopping resource and cyberspace store.
Order anything from dorm items—comforters
and beanbags—to computer/academic software
and birthday gifts. The site also sells discounted
new and used textbooks, all delivered to your
door. Classifieds ranging from ride sharing to furniture swapping are also posted by and for college students.
Content: B+ Usability: B

SPORTS
Ski Central
Skicentral.com
Skicentral.com is a directory of more than 4,300
web sites, all, of course, related to skiing. From
cross country to telemark, there's a site out there
for everyone, and you'll find it here. The site has
guides for regional backcountry trips, special sections for women, disabled skiers, extreme skiers,
heliskiers and more. There's also news, trip planners, events calendars, and advice sections. The
best feature here is up to the minute snow
reports for all your favorite mountains.
Content: A- Usability: B

Stacks and Stacks
StacksandStacks.com
If you are one of those people who doesn't like
to throw things away or if your roommate keeps
bugging you to organize your stuff:
StacksandStacks is the place to go. The site has
hundreds of items to help you organize your
things, from hanging shoe racks and laundry
baskets to desk organizers and mail holders.
StacksandStacks also has dozens of storage bins
in all shapes and sizes for closet and under-bed
storage. If you run out of room, they also offer
bed raisers that bring your bed up by 5-12
inches so you can stuff more dirty clothes
underneath.
Content: B Usability: B

Do you have a web site you
just can't live without? Tell us
about it in our first ever "Your
Picks" web site review special.
We'll publish 12 student submitted reviews
in the April 2 issue of Steamtunnels.
Here are the rules:
1. Send your reviews to:
editor@>steamtunnels.net by Feb. 1. 2001.
2. Reviews will be selected for publication by
the Steamtunneh editorial staff.
3. Reviews must be less than 100 words in
length, and should follow the format of
previously published reviews.
4. All submissions must be accompanied by
the author's name, address, phone number
and college or university. (Only name and
university will be used for publication.)
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Your Race Car
irformance Driving
school for drivers an*
mels will fly two students out

iy Survival

4

Have you ever wanted to drive a race carP Go to steamtunnels.net and search for
keywords "race car." Then register to win one of two trips to California.
Winners will be chosen in February 2001. and will visit the driving scbool in the spring.
Visit our web site for complete contest information.

STUDENT

APPLICATION

Be Credit Smart

- *«

wou 0nb so ir.
1
, «
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•' '

No Annual Fee
Competitive APR
Online Account Access
Cashback Bonus8 award
on Every Purchase
Build Your Credit History
Di scoverca rd. com

The smart way to get credit.
• No Annual Fee
• Competitive APR*

• Quick cash advances
At ATMs with the Discover sign

• Money back on every purchase
With our exclusive Cashback Bonus award*

Plus, the complete online features you want.
The Internet is reinventing the way we pay bills, shop and even check our account balances.
And Discover Card is on the leading edge of this revolution with features like:
• Online Account Center - Access your Account 24 hours a day-even pay your
Discover Card bill online.
• Discover lnter@ctiveSM - Receive e-mail reminders that will keep you in control
of your Account.
• Internet ShopCenter*" - Get great deals and discounts from the Internet's leading
shopping sites, including favorites like Barnes&Noble.com and CDNOW.com.

BARHES&
NOBLE®
www.bn.com

CDNOW
cdnow.com
Never miss a beat.

• Discover deskshopSM - Now you can enjoy smarter online shopping with a new
level of Internet security. Discover deskshop is a virtual credit card that fills online
checkout forms with a single click and generates single-use card numbers when
you shop online.
Check out more details at Discovercard.com.

Plus - your online shopping is safe and secure with our 100% Fraud Protection.
You will not be liable for any unauthorized transactions.

'See Important Information on reverse side
*Up to \%, paid yearly, based on your annual level and type of purchases

\

Moisten Here
Detach, fold, seal and mail your completed application No postage necessai y

Discover® Card Student Application

SZAB

IMPORTANT All spaces must be completely filled out and the application signed before mailing The application is to be completed in the name
of the person who will primarily use and be responsible for the Account

Step 1

Address Where You Want Card and Billing Statement Mailed

FIRST MOOIE LAST NAME HEAVE SPACE BETWEEN EACMI

•UNO ADORE SS

Step 2

Student Information

1

1

'0U« TELEPHONE NUMBER AT SCMCXX

1

PARENTS 'PERMANENT HOME TELEPHONE NUMBER

PARENTS /PERMANENT HOME ADDRESS IREOUKEDI

APT NO

COLLEGE NAME AND CAMPUS (NO ABBREVIATIONS PIEASEI

Fold

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

BIRTH DATE IMO DAY <R |

CITY

STATE

ZIP

CITY

STATE

ZIP

Fold

YOUR E MAD ADDRESS
ARE YOU A U S CITIZEN*

ARE YOU A PERMANENT

CLASS LEVEL

{IF NO GIVE IMMIGRATION STATUS!

U S RESIDENT'

□ fRESHMAN

□ JUNIOR

□ GRAD STUDENT

D WS

□ SOPHOMORE

D SENIOR

D FACULTY/STAFF

D YES

□ NO

Q NO

Q NON STUDENT
GRADUATION DATE |MO YR |

Step 3

Employment Information (If Applicable)
YEARLY INCOME FROM EMPLOYMENT
OR EROM OTHER SOURCE-

NAME Of EMPLOYER [PRESENT IUTURE OR PREVIOUS SUMMER]

EMPLOYERS ADDRESS

EMPLOYER S TELEPHONE NUMBER

CITY

STATE

ZIP

'AVmony child <floi ipaMi income at Mpora* mcunlenance 'icc««e need nol be oWkned il you do nc* *^ lo have .< cooitaWed m a bovi V> paying *« obWgofcon

Step 4

Financial/Security Information
8-

MOTHER S MAOEN NAME IFOR SECURITY PURPOSES.

Step 5
I AUTHORIZE
TO THt

TO CHECK MY CREDIT

I HAVE READ AND AGREE

RECORD AND VERIFY

D

SAVINGS ACL OUNT

THE INFORMATION PROVIDED ON THIS APPUCAIION INCLUDING MY EMPLOYMENT AND

TO THE IMPORTANT INFORMATION ON THE BACK

TERMS AND CHARGES SPECIFIED IN THE

OlDER AND THAT

DCHECKING ACCOUNT

Signature Required

DISCOVER BANK

INCOME REFERENCE

DO YOU HAVE

I

AGREE THAT

DISCOVER CARDMEMKR AGREEMENT WHICH will BE

THE INFORMATION PROVIDED IS ACCURATE

I

UNDERSTAND THAT THE

IF

I USE

MY CARD OR ACCOUNT I WILL BE SUBIECT

SENT WITH MY CARD

INFORMATION CONTAINED IN

I CERTIFY

THAT i AM

THIS APPLICATION MAY BE

AGE

18 OR

SHARED WITH

DISCOVER BANK S CORPORATE AFFILIATES

APPLICANT S SIGNATURE

STUDENT ID NUMBER

DATE

2001 Oi-ove ftonl Mv-h»> FDK

Detach along dotted line

Apply Today!
No Annual Fee
Be Credit Smart

Competitive APR

Build Your Credit History

Online Account Access
Cashback Bonus* award
on Every Purchase

Discovercard.com

To apply for the Discover Card today,
just fold, seal and mail your completed application.

Apply Today!
DISCOVER
CARD

r"iri,i""ii,i,i,"n,i,i"i"i,i'TTiir"i
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Important Information:
Annual Percentage Roto
(or Cain Advonte*

Annual Peuenloge Rale
*o« Pui(hawi

Urirtft

Gfoc« Period for Repayment
of the lolonte for Pu«nase»

Melhod of Computing the Balarxe
(•ncludino, new purchoMt)

23 day*
•Aon you pay vow hoinnt*

'.«lro»

( i~.ti VI. tin i ii III* ii!i« in in tin ID, ( ( 'i
, h , \*\\ HK IKV, with i inuiiiniini i.l V iit.l IMI iiiiviininii
I HI |Mttlhvftl ti, N.'1' it |i u mi in ni'i riiviu-tllri I In |»t\iiu in .liu .iu» (Kti tin 11 ».lit limn fa {
I he

DIM.mi

< ncl is rMUrd bj

I lii\ Vi.nnit ■> <>nl\ t.-i |»,

IN-mil.

DIM

I limit

■ mi Kink.

III.I

MMIIIHT

IDK ,

li>iiiMn..l.l purnitMr* It i» (>.« Im ImMin .«. .ii mmm. r.nl |HirpnsvN

^" »ti iiillinii'i II* I" "tlil mi i itrflMIIIH i ti|-ul It MIM i.iM'iinii i n |» until' IL;I n, u- in . ■ HCKI.TMI^ llm
i|i|i|ii.itliiM Mi.f Im ill. (Hil |»«-.t itf Jl
I 11 . . \tiii*iiiii ill i tu III. ii in u nl i.tllnliiiii nl (imi
no mill I [Will »-»n i.»|ii.»I. ". "ill infMini v
I ill. nun. nnl i.l.li,-.-nl , ,n h , .utMinm I.|«M|!MHJ
iiti-nn Inmi nlmh m "l» mini .< KKIMIRUI report n 1 iting m IIMI t\hci i-mtii jpprtn il ..nh applmni
NII.III hj«i ill. i'flu l.i IIH lhli \. i mini lulhl . Mi IM "I il" i lull t In nil tli it .. i .. t lllil ..it Ii .|ipln Mil nu\
In Inlil. I. II ill ini.niiti* M| , u.lit <\l.inl,.i mi.1.1 this i....iint |tl im imiil .ipplti.mt I In Jpplli ml il nnitii.l.
in n i|i|ili Im .i H'lMrJIl ni'iiilil I hi* nlkl "H|H i-t .1* > ill pti.n tllTcr*. Miniinnin f luuv IMI.I In. mn. .»(
5
i .|iin. .1 Im Nil DIM.mi 1 Mil \imuiil mil. v» nm jft- i lull linn >|inl,ni
Nun IT, |Ktmilt..I h> Im. unit iint' Di-.nil ( jnl Womni Uvunlingh it um jln irh Im. j DIM ma
< ml \. i "HTM HI IMH in i Mil. i|t|ilii .11
in iml ii. itjiiing in im in ii..i.II mil itni U L'hinlili hii tins
II illjl nol .UM in .MNtniL' DiMM.it ( ii,! \. ..MIIII iml JUVfM i in » -'in in itflk'l In 'mm lln
icnm ill ifliN I'Hll ^iMI it-lit l.i ill. I< mi' "t lln ( II,Inn nil- r \Li,, in, m .. (in it » ill IK <iiil wflll llW < n.l
\<>w il«. i-jin tint ill, ( ii.lm.inlK I XL'T.UII.IM IM.I ...in \>
I1
u ni,l i(i|i|i.iU,
IW in.) lit il lln ( iiilnnnilK r \ui,rMnni is «nlii.'i I t.'.liiML'i (in. Iinlmi: llrl Mut lnnM,.| In unr. IMII^
ill. i Mi • iinl II

Annual Fee

K-o eye* A*woge Dn.lv Balance
Including new purcnovn)

SO 50

N™

NFM VORK KISIDIMV Vi. Vori ivMtlcnnmn ttmtan ih. \« VmiSuie
llinknn; I), |>.MMI,MI iiinl.tiin .1
|Hti...U ( ill iMMh M* KKAfi

,.HH|M<MIU

liMim; nl uuln ui,l rain,

U.N.III.I

mil

OHIO KIM 1)1 VIS: I In 1 >liin in., .ij.iiii.i iliMiiimn.iiioii mwiffV ih,n jll.u-.liinfs
link. . r.Jii i-,|inll\ niiliMi-1.. ill .nJiiwunlu uiNi.iiii.rN. iinl ih.t .r«.lu mnrttng
iijinii.v iniinliin M|UHI. n.iln IMNIIHII MHI ..nil niilivnliul upnO reOUVM I In l >hi.i
,1111 IIL'III* .iitniniNMi-n IIIIIMIIIN|.I> IIIIII|)|IIII,I wnh ihi* lju./
w is< ONMN Kl SI 1)1 A IS: \n .L;I..IH.HI. nwri imlrr, <>r mdhKJiyl MIIIIIUMI
infnSm|i i" nuni il pniwrfi will nlutMlv jffcti i ivnliini -■ mirmn unk» pnoi i" the
IMH, 1 u.lii h icninlctl tIn ii.-hiiM 1* tiirnivlu.l mill 1 nip) "t ilu- i^rn-nuiH. .nun unlcr
■ -I MiuiM.nt. ..1 hiM.mil kii.mlcli;.<-t llu Jihrrv |-r..iiM.in \ljmcd Uivonsin
iiMilmiN imisi furnish the 11.1111c .iml .uliluss nt ilnir MOHM to DiMOVCf ('jrd
.11 I'O H.i\ 1901$, WilmniKlon. 1)1^ IWHC-tO.'C.

All ACCOUNT TERMS AND CHARGES DISCLOSED HEREIN ARE ACCURATE AS
Of THE PRINTING DATE BUT ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE TO FIND OUT WHAT MAY
HAVE CHANGED AFTER THE PRINTING DATE OF DECEMBER 2000 WRITE TO US AT
PO BOX 15410 WILMINGTON DE 19886 0820
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SPRING BREAK

BUSINESS

850-234-3193

850-235-1159

RULES:

POON

efc.mfc»r»«ni.Y—r, Slaf of Hartai

ACCOMMODATIONS
REFERRALS

ALL THE

415 B«ckricli Road, Suit* 200 • Panama City Baach, Florida 32407

\IW FRONT KACH KOAP

WWW. PCBEACH. ORG

(S50i m- 6^6p

INNAKER

SPEC)

WeVe Got Your Bed & Party!

Baa& Qftp@§& ^mA

KNOWLEDGE I
IS POWER

01

MARKSj

PACKAGE SPECIALS*
4.5.6 A 7 NIGHT DEALS!
*CaH us Direct at 1-800-874-8826 or book online
at wvrM.chatieaumotet.com for details.

1-800-874-8826

k-t'-^m

•'• r ~ -

. *~< A A

I

-s -'^Vrfeir-\^ii&^I\
1

I

BE A CO

'b^A MA CITY BEACH!

^*

BEACH RESORT6, CONFERENCE CENTER

Featuring:

nor fnrfc-

Ttoln«Mill - .

1.800.874 7101

On Premise Convenience Store
Cold Beverages, lee, Food & Supplies
In the Center of the "Miracle StripNext Door to Harpoon Harry's » Hooter's
Walking Distance to:
Taco Bell, Wendy's S McDonald's
Beach Service, Waverunner & Lounge Rentals
Parasail Rides and 3 Beach Volleyball Courts

.com

I

—

springbreakfla.com

Trade.Wind* Resort

12513 Front Beach Road • I'ammin City Beach, II 32407

SEE US LIVE ON THE WEBIII
For Reservations t Information,
Call Toll-Free:

monsierous
&»
'l?t|ki»jab3iBB"i-

i|jjiiuijjujjlj/ui;i]ujj
If you're ready to

Package'includes:

DCK OUT

Party
On the Planet/ ml >II

J|

-Gulf front room wtthmkrowiw ft refrigerator
•Ft— Admission to Sports Illustrated Beach Club
> Free Cover Charge to Club La Vela
• Free Club Card with free cover & free beer

before, then
, Florida is your
destination.
See why over

500,000

Om dub per day IndwSns: Sphwhat, HawmnrtiMal frnti,
ShaHcy-i laadt duh* Harpoon Hanyk

•UKl BAR
«

ie Monster
Meal Deal
Includes:

/x

•

fi

V

rut- iP

LU3ia\VEL^

rc.r»
SPINNAKERS.

fill Packages* Include:
FREE **7 nights at Super Clubs 6 Hot Spots
FREE Shuttles to Super Clubs & Hot Spots
FREE Awesome Beach flctiuities Daily
FREE Daily 6 nightly Parties
FREE Headlining Concerts

LL/3/.a 1/fi.a

il

U

j If
U

•Free food from 3 buffet meals per day
•Free beer from 10a.rn.-6MW EVERY DAtf

Exclusive host to...^
Sports Illustrated

have discovered
• stands
for
_W
PARTY

WORLD FAMOUS

• Free T-Shirts and other freebies
• Discounts to Local Restaurants 6 Retailers

Closest hotel to
the Super Clubs!

I Call Now

1-800 224 GULF
:

DJ "B« Donna"
World9*; Largest &
Loiii[i\st Kcti l\irtv

Wet Joekcv Short
Contest
2 l.art»,e Outdoor Swimming,
Pools • Sailboat, .M Ski and
Parasail Kcntals • la/v River
Ride & ttaterslide • Volleyball
• lln«<' IM-.H lit ronl Hot tfll>
• Suites tip to 10 IVopIo • lull
Kitchens • Indoor It r m in Dome
& Pool • Oamc Room
• Restaurant • Airport
Limousine Serviee • No Cover tor
S.iil.lpijHT (ilK'St.sf

H
J
I
w 866-PC-BRE*
^w.siirinijiireaRiicircon;

1 tfMKjM UllMils

M.

MbdBflRBWaM

Reservations 800.188.8828
w w w .san d 11 i p e r b e a e o n. e o in

ft

ACTION
on

S !\-^r^i

GreatPartyActior
1-800-pcbeach

itShamihCity Bt
www. springbreakpanamac

hlri in

•Q
Vf^KSS O)

.sv»

Q.
CO
w«

.A.,

each,

Convention & Visitors Bureau

The World's Most Beautiful Beaches
www.800pcbeach.com

